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IiHRODUCTION

The years sin~e 1945 have witnessed a series of

changes in the pro.cess by whi ch party 1eaders ar'e sel ected

in both Britain and Canada.

Apparently there has been an effort to make the

selection of party leaders more democratic in the sense that

a larger numb~r of party members are alloved to participate.

In Britain this extension of the leadership ele~torate

in the Conservative Party to the total number of ~".P. 's is

a significant change.

In Canada the number of delegates of both parties who

participate in conventions has been substantially increased.

Yet despite this apparent democratisation there remains a

suspicion on the part of many people that the oligarchy who

determined the selection in the past continue to do so today

under a demo.cratic facade. In short the "iron l..av'l·of Oligarchyl,l

frequently still prevails within the parliamentary party.

Michels) 0ho 1fote in 1913, was particularly concerned

with the mass party and its rise in Europe although he extended

his attention briefly to the United States. He stated the

problem in these terms: "the political party is founded in

most cases on the principle of the majority, and is founded

lR~ Michels, Political Parties 1915, translated by
E. and C. Pau1 ( Ne \,11 Y0 rk: 00 ve r f3 0 0 ks, 1939) .
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ah/ays on the principle of the mass". 2

Despite these principles the political party remains

in the hands of an oligarchy and party democracy is merely

according to ~"1ichels, "a specious democratic mask".3 As

conclusive evidence for this view Michels refers to the

socialist parties of Europe:

The appearance of oligarchical phenomenon in
the very bosom of the revolutionary parties
is a conclusive proof of the immanent
oligarchical tendencies in every kind of human
organisation which strives for the attainment
of definite ends. 4 '

We shall see that this is partly the case even on

occasion v-lithin the British Labour Party although the "ircn

1aw" i s 1essri gi d her e t han i nth e 0 the r ' pa l~ tie sun der con-

sideration.

Michels considered that, "Democl~acy is inconceivable

without organisation",5 and the organisation is always rooted

in an oligarchy.

The free election of leaders by the rank and
file presupposes that the latter posess the
com pet en ce l~ equi sit e for the r ecog nit ion an cl
appreciation of the competence of the leaders. 6

2R. Michels, 'op. cit., p. 3.

3~1ichels, Political Parties 1915, p. 7.

4Ibid ., p. 11.
h
;)Ibid. , p. 21 .

619 ·id ., p. 87, .
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Michels adheres to a theory in which the oligarchy

proposes and disposes with the leadership, the mas~ lacking

the necessary skill to do so. There is one particularly

interesting feature of Miche1s~ .theory which is of relevance

to the field under study. This is what certain writers

have desi gnated the "accordi on theory" of t~i chel s. 7 Thi S J,,/

is the process by which the oligarchy absorbs an aspiring

leader from the ronk and file and through a metamorphosis

makes him one of their own so completely that he accepts

their values. What t~iche1s calls a "reunion des elites"

takes place.

Each leadership process which takes place on outwardly

democratic principles is in reality according to Michels a

spectacle of the leadership either united in its choice of

leader or more often divided into its own sections. These

oligarchical sections try to recruit the party rank and file

to their respective sides in an effort to win control of the

party.

"It is not the masses v.lhich have devoured the leaders,

the chiefs have devoured one another with the aid of the

masses.,,8

7Michels, Political Part~es 1915, p. 177.

8 Ibi 9-.., p. 165.
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Michels sees the struggle for party leadership in

tel' OJ s 0 f the "D eten t e ur s d' em p1o'j e t 1esc her che ur s d, eIn p10 i " . 9

In following the course of party leadership struggles we shall

see that this is often the case.

There are certain instances where 1~'iche1s' theory is

less adequate to account for the lead~rship selection process

and its results. In the British Conservative Party and in the

Liberal Party of Canada the outgoing leader has, with certain

exceptions~ virtually appointed his successor. This has

prevented party strife but at the same time seems to have

caused, until recently, relatively little opposition from the

rest of the oligarchy.

The selection of Edward Heath in Britain and Pierre

Trudeau in Canada, men to whom the oligarchy were l'ather

opposed at first, is also difficult to explain according to

the Michels' theory. It has been suggeste~ that in its

desire for the fruits of office an oligarchy will accept

an "0 ut sid e l' " \IJ h0 \'/ ill win the e1ec t ion, and t l'Y t 0 abs 0 r b

him later, rather than lose altogether.

Michels' theory of democl'acy and leadership rejects

the representative idea of leadership and sees any division

between leaders and led as pl'oof of the impossibility of

------~---------

9t~ i che1s, Pol i tic alP ar tie s II 915), p. 169 .

\ .·r; I

I
.• t
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democracy as such. Although many political scientists owe

a considerable debt to Michels; Maurice Duverger, Robert

McKenzie) Sigmund Neuman and Seymour Lipset have all seen his

theory as over-deterministic in the light of modern research.

Lipset expresses the matter succinctly when he says:

Michels is over deterministic for seeing only
the restrictive side of bureaucracy and failing
to see it also as a means through which groups
may achieve desired objectives. 10 .

E1 se 'vJ her eLi pset has 'vI r itten) II The she e r pro b1em

of numbers makes any form of politics) not rooted in

or gani sat ion) utop ian II . 11

Basically the lotof the leadership of a political

party may be defined as: I'improving the standards of the

members and not to provide self government l,
•
12

Leadership must be responsive in some measure to

the rank and file party members or the members will desert

the leaders. Michels assumed a gulf between the leaders

and the led, the latter being an amorphous, ignorant and

unstructured mass. In reality there are of necessity many links

between the leadership and the followers, and increasingly

so in the parties under consideration. The idea of a

stratarchy developed by Eldersveld has some relevance· here

11"'vS. Lipset, Intl~oduction to R. t~ichels ~:lJ...cal

Parties (Chicago: Anchor Books, 1924), p. 27.

llS. Lipset, Introduction to t,1. Ostrogorski,
Democracy and the Organisation of Political Parties (Chicago:Anc]lo-r13o 0 ks-:-~1-9-6-4~-~-x x -j •
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although the greater degree of party centralism in Britain

and Canada makes the idea less ap~licable than in the United

States.

At this point a justification for the countries

chosen for study is apposite. Each of these countries

proctice~ a similar form of party and parliamentary government.

However in the methods of leadership selection is probably

found one of the most marked differences. Canada has been

influenced in her leadership selection methods by the United

States. Britain appears to be moving closer in some rEspects

to the United States political system, notably in the growth

of prime ministerial Rovernment which is drawing even closer
13to presidential government. Are there therefore indications

that Britain's leadership selection process is doing the

same?

The four parties considered here represent a

sp ectrum which varies from extreme 01 igarchy in the case of

the Conservative Party in Britain until 1964, to the Canadian

Convention in which rank and file participate actively in

the leadership selection process.

l2Introduction to M. Ostrogorski, ~cit., p. xxi.

l3 Thi sis the ther.le of F. vI. G. Benemy, ~Ei ecte~
Monarch (London: Harrap, 1965).
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Neither the Liberal Party in Britain nor the New

Democratic Party in Canada expect to obtain the position of

governing party in the immediate future. The leaders of

these parties function more in the nature of spokesman for

the po. r 1i am en t u. r y .g r 0 up rat her t han as chi e f s 0 f a po \1,1 e r 

ful party with prospects of the premiership. Accordingly

these parties in the selection of their leu.ders are not yet

subject to the problems encountered by the major parties.

The dilemma which Michels indicated in 1913 of the

apparently democratic but in reality oligarchic selection

of leaders had previously been observed and recorded by

Ostrogorski who describes in detail the convention method

which permits the rank and file of the party to select a

leader in the era of mass party.

The humble voter appeared none the less to
remain absolute master of the situation,
since it was from him that the members of
the convention had their mandate. They
were his envoys, his clerks. 14

The convention method has become the chosen method

of Canadian political parties in leadership selection. Yet

even as Ostrogorski desc~ibes the first United States-

Con ve nt ion \'1 hi ch s e 1ec ted C1ay, he i s 1edt 0 Wr i t e, II 1.h e

14M. Ostroqorski, Democracy and the Organisation of
Pa1i tic a1 r art i e s , - t ran s. ~cTai~'l' (L 0 nCl 0n:' Na cmil I"an-:1922) ,
II, p. 56.
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candidate was marked out beforehand ll
•

15 Yet Ostro~loY'ski,

as Austi~ Ranney has pointed out, could not conceive of

democracy save as a society of isolated individuals all

prepared to devote their time and en~rgy to the national

discussion of public affairs. We shall see that has almost

invariably been the situation in Canadian Liberal Party

conventions.

Duverger, a more recent writer, duplicates Michels

in many of his obselAvations. He also agrees that lithe

leadership of political parties is democratic in appearance
. 16

and 01 i gar chi c i n rea 1i ty II •

In 1956, when Duverger1s work appeared, the democratic

aspect of parties in Britain and Canada was certainly more

apparent yet the oligarchic essence prevailed.

Parties {[to gain mass support] must in
consequence take the greatest care to
provide themselves with leadership that
is democratic in appearance. Practical
efficiency however drives them hard in other
directions. 17

Michels is partly supported by Duverger in his

qualification regarding socialist parties, although he se~s

the need to modify some of Michels· over-simplistic

15'Ostr-ogorsk-j, Democracy and the Organ-i sat-j on_~f
Pol-jtical Parties_, p. 71.

16 M. Duverger, Political Parties, trans. B. and R. North
( 2nd e cI .; Ne V~ Yo r k : \JJ il ey ~-pn)S0P-:~133 .

l7 Ibid ., p. 134.
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assumptions.

In recruitment of leaders [socialist partie~

are far more democratic than others yet find
correspondin~y greater difficulty in finding
new leaders. They, in order to safeguard
their existence~must follow the pattern of
others. 18 ,.

In regarding the leadership struggle and convention

oft he po s t - war per i 0 d 0uve r 9e r wr i t es, II SP'I itt i ng doe s not

take place at the level of the ,masses but at the level of

the 1ead e r s II • 19 This f 0 11 0 'If S t~ i che1s lideathat the 0 1i 9a l~ chY

attempts to recruit the support of the masses to its various

factions when waging an internal leadership struggle, yet it

also implies that the mass gain influence thereby in the

selection of the leader and are less ignorant than Michels'

supposed.

One of the most recent attacks upon Michels 1 theory

has been that of Eldersveld. He sees the party system not

in terms of oligarchy but rather in terms of a "s tratarch y ".

(A Phl~ as e b0 r r 0 VI ed fro m Kap1an) . In the II s t rat arc hy II

different groups beginning from the grass roots and proceeding

to the state and national level influence the party according

to their size and importance \A/ithin it. Basically however,

every party member has some place and therefore some degree

18
r'~. Duverger, ~_cit., p. 151.

19Duverger, Political Parties, p. 174.
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of influence upon party policy and the selection of leaders.

The pluralist theory of democracy removes much of

the pessimism which Michels brought to political science.

Parsons has written:

The political system provides generalised
leadership for the larger social system in
setting and attaining collective goals, and that
is acknowledged by interested organisations
who supply generalised support to different
leadership groups in the expectation of the
approval of their special interest measures. 20

Thus although the fundamental truth of Michels that,

Mthe division of labour within organisation results in the

delegation of effective power to a small group of leaders

h b1 d t d . t . t .. ,,21 .
VI 0 are a e un er mos con 1 'ions 0 rema1n 1n power remains

valid, the lessons to be derived from it may be not basically

of a pessimistic nature in the light of pluralist democratic

theory.

Eldersveld is especially critical of the "accordion

the 0 r y" 0 f til i che1s . He agr ees h0 'II eve r t hat bas i cally a

political party is a conflict system within the elites

modified by a "reciprocal deference structure ll
•

22 Basically

Eldersveld is a behavioral pluralist and therefore cannot

2°5. Lipset, op. cit., p. 33.

21 Ibid ., p. 32.

22 5 . J. Eldersveld, Political Parties: A Behavioral
Ana1ysis (C hi cago : Ran d t~ cNa 11y~9b 4), p. 1 I .
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acc ept ~1 i che1sit hesis. He calls Mi che1s, II un i mag ina t i ve

and empirically barren".23 Despite these criticisms Eldersveld

has rendered the Michels' thesis into readily comprehensible

form a~d for that he is to be accorded credit. Michels may

be defined as seeing:

1. Single elite class.
2. A high rate of interpersonal communication

within that class.
3. A careful control of entry of individuals

into the elite.
4. A social congruent elite unrepresentative

of members.
5. A highly congruent class in terms of elite

class goals. 24

It should be noted that Eldersveld fails to stress the

splitting of the elite which is so vital a part of Michels'

theory.

Guttsman in his work, The British Political Elite

gives further relevant comments on the inevitability of

elitist leadership in a democratic party system. He stresses,

however, a real extension of the group from which the

leadership is selected although not necessarily an extension

of the group carrying out that selection. IIA democratic

political system cannot make elit~ superfluous, though it may

23 Ibid ., p. 48.

24 Ibid ., p. 121.
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ensure theilA rapid and regular circulation ll 25 Unfortunately,

perhaps, that circulation lacks regularity and rapidity

wi~hin the party system. Basically Guttsman sees one very

significant change in that:

The contemporary political ~lite, unlike its
predecessor a century or two ago, is no
longer anchored so firmly in a particular
stratum of British society, and its members
can more justly be called the natural leaders
of their society. than at any time before. 26

One of the major points arising from the period

since the war will be the extent to which these changes are

reflected in the leadership selection process. The leaders

are more representative today than ever before.

Epstein also regards recent trends as betokening

a change in the leadership selection process towards a

slightly more democratic system. Yet there is still a

tendency for the oligarchy to reassert itself. Epstein sees

that, "the class distinctiveness of a given party·s leadership

becomes an index of the class consciousness of the nation
27in which the party functions ll

•

25 W. H. Guttsman, The British Political Elite
(London: MacGibbon and Ke~ 1963)---;-P: 15.

26Guttsman, The British Political Elite, p. 25.

27 L. D. Epstein, Political Parties in Western
Democracies (New York: Praeger, 1967), p. 25. -
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Michels· theory of political parties and the influence

exerted by the oligarchy is generally 'considered to be rather

too simplistic an explanation today. As we have already seen,

Eldersveld in particular takes Michels' to task for his rigid

app1i cat i_0 n 0 f the II i ron 1awII •

Michels· theory, which was a reaction to the growing

. influence of Marx in Western Europe, was based upon the

radical view of democracy. It posited the view that represent

ation would be on a fairly equal basis permitting each

individual an equal share in the selection of the government

ef the party leader. It is a situation in which the will of

the majority prevails irrespective of the political skill or

position of the members composing that group.

However it is axiomatic that certain members of a

mass party, particularly those who are representatives of

the party in the legislature, will possess more power and

experience than the ordinary rank and file party member.

I f the pa rty is in po'tle r, the members of the cabi net v"'; 11

possess greater power than the backbencher. This almost

inevitably means that an elite group will have far greater

influence in the selection of a party leader than the mass

or majority of the party co~sisting of the rank and file.

However this does not mean that the oligarchy will be as

anti-democratic as Michels supposed.

It is necessary to consider the nature of democracy
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within the parliamentary system before the anti-democratic

nature of Michels' theory and the reality as it exists today

may be fully appreciated.

Today in an age of mass party there appears to be a

movement towards increasing represent~tion of party groups

in the leadership selection process, in which a relationship

between leaders and followers is developed. Within certain

limits it is possible to use the degree of representation

of M.P. 's and rank and file party members as an index of the

democratic nature of the party. This statement obviously

needs to be qualified by relating it to the national political

context and the amount of good faith with which the system

operates. According to Henry Mayo, oligarchy, as described by

Michels, 'is; "on l y devastating to a primitive or direct type

of democratic system and scarcely affects a representative

system ll
•

28

As we have already seen it is the extent and freedom

of that representation which is so important a factor in

the democratic nature of the political party. Gouldner in

Studies in L~adership provides a sound basis on which to

approach the problems of democracy and oligarchy. He places

28
H. R. t~ayo, An Introduction to Democratic Theort

(NevJ York: O. U. P., -1960), p. 220.
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representation in a primary position when describing the

necessary qualities of democratic leadership linki~g this

with popular control of policy making. Leadership must also

adher e tothell pol i tic a 1 f r eed0 ms II , 29 Pe rill itt -i ng f r ee cI 0 In 0 f

speech and of expression. As we shal,l see, instances of

these freedoms being violated have occurred in Britain and

Canada since 1945. Gouldner concludes; 1I 1n short a polit-ical

system is democratic to the extent that the decision makers 

are undel' e f f e c t i ve con t r 0 1 II • 30

The measure of this control may be apportioned in a

variety of I'Jays. Basicany t~ichelsl theory may be qualified

according to the pluralist view of democracy. Within a party

equal participation and representation is clearly impossible.

In a sense it is more difficult than in a political system

to introduce democracy. Within the leadership selection process

representation should be accorded to the various groups in some

measure equal to their importance to the party. The British

Conservative party has been especially reluctant to do this,

the Canadian parties less reluctant to do so. Open participation

amongst the groups contending for the leadership shoul-d b~

29L. G0 u1dne r (E cI ito r ), St udie sin Le ~ de r ~i.2.
(New York: Harper Bros., 1950).

30 1b' I
~.,
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permitted, a quality not always present. We shall see the

oligarchy on occasions adhering very closely to the lIiron

lawu but at other times a remarkably democratic leadership

contest may occur especially when there exists fairly equal

divisions within the party.

A healthy political party requires open elites and

a circulation of groups leading the party to provide for

implementation of party members vii shes. In both Britain and

Canada there has been a failure to pursue this path at certain

periods since 1945 with disastrous results for the parties

concerned. There is also the aspect of leadership related to

the group as a whole. Kutner expresses the problem in this

fashion:

Democratic leaders, to be really democratic,
should homologously reflect the group they serve
and must set aside personal interests and those
of some other sub-groups,3l

Obviously this is a difficult standard to meet but it does

reflect the need for all groups in the party to be permitted

to compete openly in the leadership selection process. It

demands that the leaders who emerge shall be as non-partisan

as possible in their conduct of inter-party matters,

31 '
B. Kutner,IIElements and Problems of Oemocratic

Leadershipll in L. Gouldner, .Ql2_,_cit" p. 45'9.

/
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The source material for this survey inevitably relies

heavily upon accounts given in the Press. Much of the material

under study is too recent to have received detailed examination

by political scientists. It is noteworthy that even during

the course of collecting material for this thesis a Liberal

Convention took place in Canada which appeared to differ from

the previous trends.

There is today no definite indication that Trudeau

received the active support of Pearson or was in the nature

of his nominee as the previous Liberal leaders had been.

A heavy reliance has been placed upon biographies

and autobiographies of figures invol.ved in the leadership

contests. These inevitably are heavily biased. Material

for British selection processes as well as analysis was more

prolific than its Canadian counterpart. The existence of a

national press in Britain and a larger number of political

journals meant this was the case.

It is perhaps important to mention the significance

of selecting a leader when the party is in office as opposed

to its role when in opposition. Cleally the selection-of-a

Prime Minister by the party rank and file in Canada or the

M.P. 's in Britain is in some measure alien to the nature of

democracy with the few party members rather than the mass of

the electorate selecting a national leader. A party leader

who is synonymous with the national· leader posesses a vast
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patronage which he would not command as a mere party head.

Michels ' Hiron law ll has been qualified since the

beginning of the twentieth century. His pessimistic conclusions

do not appear to have been totally borne out by subsequent -events. Political parties in Britain and Canada have in part

responded to the pressures of mass society. The mass have a

greater influence than in the past in the selection of party

leaders. Yet once again the political scientist must acknowledge

the basic truth of Michels' theory that organisation is vital

to Western democracy and that effective power is delegated to

a small group of leaders. Sometimes these leadership groups

develop aims and operate in a fashion at variance with the

professed ideals of the party and its membership. Pluralist

democratic theory has accepted much of Michels' work but has

extended upon it. The fetters of the II i ron 1a ~\/'I have y i e1de d

considerably today.

\ I
,\ -



CHAPTER II

BRIT/UN

Th~ SelectiOn Of Leaders in Britain------

In Britain the two maj6r political parties have until

recently (1965) used widely different methods in selecting

their party leaders. The Labour Party saw its leader

originally merely in terms of a spokesman for the parliamentary

group. This concept was changed first by Ramsey MacDonald

and later by Clement Attlee. However, after examining the

selection process of the ~arty it will be possible to estimate

to what extent power has resulted in the development of an

o1 i ga I' chY \II i t hi nit • Fro m the ve ry fir s tab allot 0 f M. P. I S

has been used to select the leader but the votes of these men,

although less easily swayed than those of Canadian Convention

delegates, are still subject to the influence of an ~lite group.

The Conservative Party, until the new selection method

of 1965, has openly displayed the influence of an oligarchy in

selecting the leader. In effect the outgoing leader in the

period under consideration merely re~ommended his successor to

the monarch after prior consultation with certain members of

the party hierarchy. The fact that the Conservative Party has

remained in power over most of the period now under review

made such a process possible.

Liggett summarises the distinguishing features of the

19
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hlo parties prior to 1965 \I/hen he says, "It has been' normal, when

speaking of the Labour Party to emphasise democracy and when

speaking of the Conservative Party to emphasise leadership."l

Benemy describes the process by which a leader is theore-

tically appointed when the party is in power:

Strictly the Prime Minister (although a different
complexion is placed on the selection when the party
is out of office) is chosen by royal prerogative.
In fact the Queen must choose the

2
man who is the

undoubted selection of the party.

In Britain the leadership of a party whether Labour or

Conservative, has been regarded as a matter concerning the M.P. 's

rather than the rank and file. This has curtailed the adoption

of anything approaching a convention system. Certainly in

theory (and perhaps remarkably) the Conservative Party have

permitted the representatives of the rank and file a part in

the selection process. In reality the case is very different.

Blondel says that in the developme~t of mass parties:

According to elitist critics, leaders are not really
·chosen' by the rank and file, but tend to be
selected by a narrow group and often perpetuate
themselves in office. Politics are not the result
of the concensus of opinion 'of the local mil itants
but the fruit of the personal whims of the 01igarchs. 3

Yet in the same way that the L~bour Party has tended

lE. Liggett, British Political Issues (New York:
Pergamen Press, 1967), p. f08.

2F. vJ. G. Ben emy, 0 p. cit., p. 22.

3J • Blondel, Voters, Parties and Leaders (London:
Pen 9uin, 1963 L p. 84.,
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tov.Jards 01 igarchy. liThe Conservatives have had to accept the

demands of the rank and file to a modetate extent. 114 The idea

of hierarchy and deference has for long muted and retarded such

demands but they are perhaps slowly being conceded to today.

The table clearly indicates that Cabinet Ministers are

drawn from a predominantly middle class or aristocratic back-

ground. Within t~e Labour Party the large number of middle class

Cabinet Ministers is significant in the period. Since the party

became more than a mere Parliamentary ptessute group.

DIAGRM1 1

BACKGROUND AND OCCUPATION OF CABINET MINISTERS~ 1916-55:

Class Backgtound Consetvative Labou!" Tota1 5

Aristocracy 31 4 38
t~iddle Class 64 25 108
~.Jorking Class 3 36 4+

Education: School

Elementary 4 33 38
Grammar 18 12 37
Eton 32 3 37
Ha rrOI'! 13 2 15
Rugby 6 6
Winchester 3 4 8
Other t~ajor Public Schools 11 4 9
Other Public Schools 6 4 ---21
Other 7 3 15

Education: University

None 30 36 76
OXford 44 11 59
Cambridge 18 7 28
Other 8 11 23

4J . Blondel ~ op. cit. ~ p. 247.

51,1. H G'" t . , 1 f) 6, • Ul.- sman, ~~.2t.~ p. v.
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CHAPTER III

THE ,CONSERVATIVE PARTY

'THe Cons~rvative Party Leadership Selection Process

The Conservative Party leadership selection process

has outwardly at least, in practice if not in theory, under-

gone a revolutionary change in the period under review. In

1963 the words spoken by Captain Pretyman M.P. in 1911 still

described the machinery of leadership selection in the

Conservative Party.

Great leaders of parties are not elected,
they are evolved .••. 1 think it viill be a
bad day when we ... have solemnly to meet to
elect a leader. The leader is there, and we
all know it when he is there.l

A failure in this unique evolutionary process half a

century later was needed to convince the party that this was

wrong.

Nominally since 1937 the leader has been
elected by Conservative and Unionist members
of the House of Commons and House of Lords, all
prospective Conservative Parliamentary candidates
and the Executive Committee of the National
Union. 2

However since all but one of the Conservative leader-

ship selection processes to be considered here took place

whilst the party was in office in effect the outgoing

leader has, after initial consultation, recommended his

lR. T. McKenzie, British Political Parties (2nd
ed.; London: Mercury Books, 1963), p. 52.

2Ibid ., p. 22.
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successor to the monarch.

The advice of Bagehot has long been the practice of

the Con s e l~ vat i vePa r t.Y : 11 Ce r t a i n per son s are by com m6n

consent agreed to be wiser than other, and their opinion is,

by consent, to rank for much more than its numerical value. 1I3

In the Conservative Party leadership selection process

the sell ce r t a i 11 per son s II Ive rea hi 9h1y s e1ect gr 0 up, not

always easy to define. "Basically the oligarchy is centred

on the Cabinet or Shadow-cabinet with special prominence

given to the leader. The party chairman, chief whip and certain

prominent backbenchers, such as the chairman of the 1922

Committee,4 as well as selected peers are also included. The

power of the different members of this group varies according

to each situation. Anthony Eden's words in 1928 until the

advent of Edward Heath under the new leadership selection

system were a proud boast:

We have not got democratic government today.
We have never had it and I venture to suggest
to Honourable Members opposite that we shall
never have it. What we have done in all progress
of reform and evolution is to broaden the basis
of oligarchy.5

3W. Bagehot, The English Constitution (London:
\~ 0 r 1dIs C1ass i cs, 1955) ~ p. 185 . ._._-

4Guttsman, op. cit., p. 18.

5lb i d ., p. 368.
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Basically the Conservative Party is a hierarchy with

the leader having the greatest voice:

The policy of the Conservative Party descends from
on high through the mouth of the leader himself
and the Annual Conference (uhlike the theoretical
powers of the Labour equivalent) can do no more
than comment on it. This may-be centralism
carried too far but it works. b

Since 1945 efforts to change the party image, although

not the essence of the party machine, in the shape of the

Maxwell Fyfe Report (1948) and the Selwyn Lloyd Inquiry

have taken place. In October 1963 Humphrey B~rkeley, M.P.

for Lancaster, suggested ~hatthe leader should be selected by,

"a ballot of M.P. 's, representatives of the National Union
7and some Peers." If adopted this I'/ouldhave made the party

more "democratic" than its Labour rival and the old oligarchy

reacted violently.

Lord Poole, of a more moderate opinion said,

We have got to find a method by which we can bring
the Conservative Party into tune with the second
half of the Twentieth Century without slavishly
following the Constitutional Organisation8 0f
the Labour Party, which does not suit us.

After much heart searching the M.P.'s, as in the

Labour Party, were permitted to select their leader.

6 Ed ito ria 1, Pol i tic a1 Qua r t e r 1y (J u1y, 1960) .

7Liggett, op. cit., p. 120.

8Manchester Guardian (July 10, 1963).
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Gerald Kaufman described this revolution in the

Conservative Party in terms which reflected the nature of the

past and the hopes of the future:

Slowly, rather reluctantly, but with a stately
inevitability, the Conservative Party is
preparing itself to adopt a system whereby the
next leader of the party will be democratically
elected--the transference of the Conservative
Pal~ty from an absurd oligarchy ... into a fully
contemporary political organisation. 9 .

It is the purpose of the next chapter to illustrate

the ext ent to vI hi ch t his \I absurdol i 9a l~ chy II con t r 0 11edt he

leadership selection process in the past and the changes

which have been implemented to serve the party in the future.

9 New Statesman (November 20, 1963).
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lORobert McKenzie, Bri!ish Politjcal Parties
(London: Heinemann, 1964), p. 186. McKenzie's t~ble provides
ample evidence of the power and dominance of the Conservative
Leader. .
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DI AGRAr~ 3

BACKGROUND OF CONSERVATIVE LEADERSHIP GROUPS 1951_61 11

!'1in-isters 1922* Min-isters
Educational Background 1951 ( %) Committee (% ~ J1.?J---ill_

Eton and Harrow 36 22 35

Other Top 20 Public Schools 34 22 35

Other Public Schools 12 15 9

Other Schools 15 34 24

Homen (not classified) 3 7

TOTAL NUt.1BER OF INDIVIDUALS 34 27 36

The predominance of aristocratic public school elements today

within the Conservative Party remains a major factor in

Leadership.

*Officers and 12 Commons Members, Total No. 18. 1957-1959.

ll vl . H. Guttsman, op. ci_t., p. 313.
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. ·The Selection of Sir Anthony Eden 6-4~55

The selection of Eden was· the model selection in

the eyes of the traditional Conservative Party both in terms

of the personality selected and the method by which the

leader evolved. For many years Eden had been regarded as

the heir apparent to the Churchill throne. Certainly he was

mcrre of an aristocrat than Bonar Law or Neville Chamberlain

but the party wishes to forget the image these men have

created. In 1955 the choice of Eden by Churchill became

reality and rank and file and oligarchy acclaimed that decision.

The manner in which Chamberlain had assumed the leadership

of the party equally well applied to Eden nearly twenty

years later: lilt (the leadership) had come to me vlithout

my raising a finger to obtain it, because there is no one

else. 1I12 McKenzie characterises the selection of Eden

II asun eve nt f u1 asanyin par t y his tory II • 13 The eve nt s VI hi ch

characterised this "normalll process of selection by the

oligarchy were these. Churchill decided that the time had

arrived for him to relinquish the leadership and accordingly

made it widely known that he would advise the Queen that

Eden should succeed him.

l2 R• McKenzie, Ope cit., p. 45.

l3.Lbid., p. 579.
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Shortly before his resignation Churchill sent a

lettel~ II to the Chairman of his Constituency association at

~~oodfol~d recommending Sir Anthony Eden as his successor." 14 The

rank and file were thus informed from the summit of the party

oligarchy of the decision that had been made.

On April 6th, one day after Churchill resigned,

Eden kissed hands and became Prime Minister. At a meeting of

the party on April 21st he was unanimously acclaimed as party

leader. The Guardian described the membership of that

meeting presided over by Lord Salisbury, Conservative leader

in the Lords, in these terms:

The 320 Conservative members of the House of
Commons, about 280 Peers who had taken the
Conservative Whip, the 250 officially adopted
Parliamentary Candidates and the 150 members of
the Executive of the Conservative and Unionist
Association. 15

The key to the process of selection was its imposition

from the top upon a party that was wholly willing to accept

Eden as leader.

A short time later when the Suez Crisis had occurred

and Eden1s popularity had declined from 70% in the Autumn of
16

1955 to 40% in the Spring of 1956 the party began to wonder

if its choice had been correct. Illness gave Eden the

14
The Times (April 7, 1955).

15
E. t·1cl(enzie, op. cit., p. 583.

16
The Times (April 7, 1955).
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opportunity to resign on January 9th 1957. The machinery for

selecting a leader ground into action again and the oligarchy

prepared for a fresh triumph.

The Selection of Harold Macmillan 10-1-57

The succession to Eden was achieved with far less

unity than the Conservative Party had accomplished in 1.955.

Rifts appeared in the oligarchy which were to help to discredit

the selection process.

R. A. Butler, was seen as the inevitable successor by

although the Times, Tele~~~~ and Gu~!di~, perhaps sensing

the power of the Tory establishment, made no firm predictions. 17

But 1e r 'II as not 0 ne 0 f the par t y II est a b1ish men t II, the

aristocratic faction of the party.

Lord Salisbury, in what appears to be a unique act

in the Tory leadership selection process and Lord Kilmuir,

invited each member of the Cabinet to express a preference

for a new leader. Thus in an age when the Lords had sunk to

insignificance, the Tory leader in the Lords and the Lo~d

Chancellor became final arbiters in the selection of a party

leader. Butler, who had earned the emnity of the party right

wing, was doomed. McKenzie describes how he was finally

17R. t'l cKen zie, 0 p. .cit ., p. 587.
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defeated:

There is no doubt that Butler's bitterest
opponents organised a campaign by word of
mouth and by telephone urging those opposed to
his succession to notify the party whips
immediately.18

There is little doubt therefore that when the Queen saw

Salisbury and Churchill, who advised her to send for Harold

Macmillan, that the oligarchy had scored a notable triumph.

The majority of the r~.p.·ls and certainly the rank and file

hoped for Butler but the oligarchy in which the right wing

aristocrats predominated had chosen otherwise. "The Times

reflected the confused situation in which the Tories found

themselves. It said:

Si r Anthony Eden vIas el ected 1eader of the
Conservative Party in 1955, after he had
succeeded Sir Winston Churchill as Prime
Minister and this customary procedure is
likely to be followed when his successor
at 10 Downing Street is chosen ....The
choice of who shall lead the government
rests with the Queen .... Practically the
choice is Butler or Macmillan. 19

The emphasis placed upon the Queen making the choice

is some indication that no clear successor had in fact emerged.

Sir Ivor Jennings goes even further than the Times when he

say s, II The par t y 1'1 asp rep are d t 0 f 0 110 \'l \'l i the r Ml~. But 1e t' 0 1~

~1 r. Mac mi 11 anan d \'J as rea dy t a a ccept the Que e n I s choi ce • II 20

On January 10th 1957 Macmillan became Prime Minister

18R. lit c I( enzie, 0 p. cit., p. 590 .

19I.he Times (January 10, 1957).

20 1 . Jennings, Party Politics (Cambridge: University
Press, 1960), I, 28.
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2-'amidst the outcry of certain M.P. IS and rank and file members.

Thomas Iremonger, elected as an M.P. in 1954, wrote to the

editor of the Telegr~ on January 12th:

You sir, say that soundings were taken among
Conservative back-benchers. If you are right
and some backbenchers were sounded out and
others ignored, then here is an intolerable
o1i gar chy and I pro t est aga -j ns t Ti---:L 2

Dame Irene Ward in a letter "to the Telegraph three

days later replied, IIt\1r. Iremonger has been singularly out

of touch with his colleagues if he has been unaware of the

'Empire-building' during the weeks after the Suez

intervention. 1I23 The revolt, small as yet, had begun against

the lI a bsurd oligarchyll controlling the party.

Macmillan's Cabinet was a further reflection of the

oligarchical forces which had helped him into office. It

was calculated that of the 85 members of the government 35

were related to him by marriage including 7 of the 19 in the

Cabinet. 24 Hollis states, IIthere had been nothing like it

since the Duke of Ne\'Jcastle~1I Certainly the government

did not represent the members of the rank and file and in

1964),

21 R. Mc I< en z ie, .2J2. cit., p. 58'9.

220aily Telegraph (January 12, 1957).

230aily Telegra~ (January 15, 1957).

24 C. Hollis, Why Conservative? (London:
p. 220.

Penguin,
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any f~§~ many ~purned such representation.

fhe rimes commented upon the controversy stirred up

among~t the M.P. IS over the processe~ of consultation in

a ~o~t r~~arkabl~ article. On January 11th the editorial

~arri~~ !h~~e words: I'Clearly it is almost an impossibility

,for th~ 'y9~nge~t members of the d0111 'j nant party to be consul ted. II

In ~ §?n~? §ir William Haley, editor of The Times appears to

have ~~~r ~ p~rtl to, if not a part, of, the Conservative

l?~,~§r§hip P1i~ars:hy. On January lOth The times said, IINo

arr~ng~~?rt~ hav? been made by the Conservative Party to elect

a J1 § vi ! §,~ 9~ r : ! he Que en· \'1 ill' dec ide to V! hom she will ent r us t

the fprr~i 09 pf P. nev·1 government. 1125

~n ~~~u~ry 22nd the rifts in the ~arty were papered

ov~r ~n~ M~fmil!?n officially acclaimed as leader. The Times,

agair §YPP9rtin~ a line which could not but benefit the

01 i gar chy 1'/ r 9t e , II the Con se r vat i vesc an c1aim the ire1e c tin 9
• .' f .'.' _ ~'. • •

body i? pq) ad1 l based. 1I As vie have seen it was an electing

body witho~tpower. The oligarchy was thus triumphant and a

sli~ht!l more ~emocratic leadership selection process post

poned for J1~arly a decade.

?5 The Times (January 11, 1957).
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The Selection of Lord Home 19-10-63

The selection of Lord Home, Sir Alec as he was later

to become, displayed the Conservativ~ oligarchy in public

disarray. The events of 1963 finally discredited the system

by which Conservative leaders evolved.

There is little doubt that p~essure was exerted upon

~1acmillan followi'ng the Profumo Crisis by the party oligarchy.

Macmillan was forced to relinquish the leadership before the

group of men from whom he was to choose his'successor had

evolved sUfficiently. As early as June 19th 1963, the

Eve ni ng Stan dar d ask ed, .11 H0 \'/ Will the y ch0 0 s e t'1 acmil 1a n I s

successor? Democratic Election--or settled in the Clubs

d J ,,26 h 1 haroun St. ames? In t e same artic e t e Standard began

to predict the outcome and the Hi}~ror for'ecast IIButler and

Maudling will be favourites. 1I27

Perhaps a little ironically illness allowed Macmillan

to lay down the reins of office at a time when the pace was

,becoming excessively hot in the same manner as Eden had done

i n 1957 . The Tim esap t 1y rem ark ed : 11 The rei gn (0 f Mac mil 1an)
28ends in crisis as it began."

On October 9th 1963 Macmillan1s illness, perhaps

26EVening Standard (June 19, 1963).

270aily Mirror (June, 19, 1963).

28 The Times (October 10,1963).
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fortuitously, revealed itself and he decided that the moment

had arrived to baw to the pressures which were bUilding up

in the party on the leadership question. The situation and

timing of his resignation was rendered unique by the fact

that it coincided with that orgy of Tory eulogies, the Annual

Conference at Blackpo~. McKenzie has pointed to the unique

nat u l~ e 0 f t h 'j soc cas ion. II The 1963 Con fer en ce m0 r eel 0 sely

resembled an American nominating convention than any previous

conference of any British Party.1I29

For the fir s t tim e ale ucler had fa i 1edt 0 evol ve and

the choice was further complicated by the new Peerage Bill

which permitted peers to renounce their titles according to

a decision of a Joint Parliamentary Comm1ttee on Lords

Reform of April 18th 1962.
30

As we have seen peers remain

an important part of the Tory oligarchy and 1963 was to confirm

them in such a position.

Macmillan had himself wished to see a peer, Lord

Hailsham, succeed him. In fact the divisions of the oligarchy

forced him to make another choice, also a peer. The Times,

in an article which was practically a post mortem on th~

1965 leadership struggle, presented this opinion.

Throughout this week it has been clear that Mr.
Macmillan has been ready to resign the moment the
consensus of party opinion on his successor as leader

29 R. McKenzie, QJ2. cit., p. 594· d.

30 R. S. Chur chi 11, The Fig ht for the Tory Lea cI e r s hip
(London: Heinemann, 1964, p. 86).
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became clear. Was there a change of plan and if so
why? The question has some point since there is a
persistent impression in usually well informed
quarters that Mr. Macmillan at first ~anted to
keep the way open for Lord Hailsham. 31

This is only part of the t~le of the great split in

the Tory oligarchy much of which has been recorded by the

participants themselves. Macleod, writing in the Spectator,

saw Macmillan's action in a different light.

From the first day of his Premiership to the last
Macmillan was determined that Butler, although
incomparably the best qualified of 'contenders,
should not succeed him. He (r,acmillan) thought
that three members of his Cabinet wh~ were in the
House of Commons, apart from Butler were capable
and of sufficient seniority to be considered:
Maudling, Heath and 'j·,1yself'. None emerged \'Jith a
decisive lead. 32

This description of the situation by Ian Macleod dif

fers substantially from that given by Randolph Churchill in his

book~ The Struggle for the Torv leadershi~. According to

Churchill, Hailsham was regarded by Macmillan as his successor.

Never before have such divergent viewsof a Prime Minister's

attitude been written. They are evidence of the rift in the

oligarchy. A passage written by Churchill states that

~lacmillan sent for Hailsham as early as September 30th t963

and told him to be prepared to accept the leadership. This

then was the confused situation which prevailed as the

31 The Times (October, 10, 1963).

32 The Sp~ctator (January 17, 1964).

33 R. S. Churchill, op. cit., p. 70.
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delegates assembled at Blackpool.

At B1ac kp0 01 the II pro s pect i ve" can did ate sat t empte d

to recruit support from the delegates. Michels comments were

never more applicable. Anthony Howard and Richard West have

described that conference in these terms: "The devious

ottoman intrigues of the party would be changed into a king o~

. political beauty contest.,,34 Hailsham certainly made his mark.

"If enthusiasm and ecstasy of the rank and file were the test

of a Tory leader Hailsham had made it.,,35 The popularity of

Hailsham amongst the rank and file was even regarded with

suspicion by the other members of the oligarchy. In the event

perhaps the least beautiful member of the party oligarchy was

to win and certainly although Hailsham vias "the party darling"

it remains a fact that "Conservatives do not elect their

candidates by convention".36

All the members of the oligarchy save Hailsham were

distressed by the mood of the conference and agreed "the sooner

the arena was transferred to the calmer, more rational

" 37atmosphere of London the better it would be for everyone.

Below the horizon lay Home's rise to power but as

yet few recognized it as even a possibility. However, as

34 A• Howard and R. West, The Making of the Prime
Min i s t e r (L and 0 n : Jon a t han Cap e ,196-S};p. 68 .

35 R. S. Churchill, op. cit., p. 70.

36 Ibid ., p. 74.

37 Ibid ., p. 75.
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early as December 1962 Anthony Howard had written these most

pro phe tic \'} 0 r ds :

As a serious contender for the Tory leadership
the Foreign Secretary (Home) is probably more
dependent than anyone else on Mr. Macmillan:
If the Prime Minister wish~s to be succeeded
by the Earl of Home (to be hailed no doubt as
the great commoner of all ti_me) he can be;
but to bring it off--and to dish poor Mr. Butler-
he will have to get the timing of his own
resignation exactly right. 38

Macmillan it appears had all but ~one this by 1963.

It was left to Home to read the announcement of

Macmillan's resignation to the Conference at" Blackpool, a

carefully conceived plan on -the part of Macmillan. This

message concluded with these words:

In these circumstances I hope that it will
soon be possible for the customary processes
of consultation to be carried on within the
party about its future leadership.39

From the closing of the conference the leadership

struggle amongst the oligarchy became intense. Only one

factor clearly emerges, that of Macmillan desperately

striving to make amends for his failure to groom a leader by

reuniting the warring factions of the oligarchy.

On October 14th Macmillan despatched the following

instructions to the unfortunate Butler.

1. Lord Dilhorne (Lord Cho.ncellor) shall poll the

Cabinet.

2. The Chief Whip (Redmayne) shall sound the opinion

38
New Statesman (December 14, 1962).

39 R. S. Chu l~ chi 'I 1, 0 p. cit., p. 78 .
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of Members of the House of Commons including Junior Ministers.

3. Lord St. Aldwyn (Chief Whip of the House of Lords)

shall sound opinion in. the House of Lords: namely those who

regularly take the Whip including Junior Ministers.

4. Lord Po6le 40 and Mrs. Shepherd and Lord Chelmer

shall sound the constituency parties as best they can. 41

According to Randolph Churchill when the results came in

Home was seen to be ahead marginally on the first choice. This

is difficult to believe when reference is made to the poll

reproduced here from the Telegraph and. when the comments of

the newspapers and politicians are considered. Churchill

claims,

There was no decision made in a smoke filled
room. Everyone in the party had an opportunity
to make his or her views felt, and the result
of the canvas had been decisive. There was no
election, no precise counting of heads. It was
Tory democracy in action. 42

I n fa c t much 0 f the can vas sin g 0 fop i nion was a h0 110 'II S ham,

Reginald Bevins,43 a Minister in the Conservative

Government but clearly not a member of the inner oligarchy

which chose Home, gives a rather different account from that

of Churchill.

Like many others I saw the chief whip in Downing
Street and gave him my preferences--Maudling and
Butler in that order. Long pause. We looked at

40party Chairman.

41 R. S• Churchill, cp. cit., p. 26.

42 Ibid ., p. 134.

43pos t Master General.
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Daily Telegraph Poll - October 9;1963

40

If Mr. Macmillan vie re to retire, who would you like to see

take his place?

Conservative Labour Liberal Rest
% % 0/ %/0

Hailsham 18 7 11

Butler 15 15 16 5

Maudling 11 8 16 7

Heath 9 4 3 6

Macleod 5 4 5 4

Lloyd 5 4 5' 4

Home 3 " 1'-

Don't know 33 53 38 64
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each other. IIltJhat about the peers--Alec and the
other one?1I No pause. I said~ IINot at any
bloody price. 1I That \"as an unfortunate ans\tJer s
all carefully recorded on Martin Redmayne's
foolscap.44 .

One Junior Minister at least felt that the oligarchy

around Macmillan was waging a polite but desperate battle

against the more progressive claims of R. A. Butler and

Reginald Maudling on the other wing of the oligarchy. On

October 17th the various candidates in the race suddenly

realised that ~1acmillan was going to act contrar·y to the wishes

not only of the rank and file but of most M.P. ·s. Powell,

Macleod, Maudling, Errol and Aldington now tried in a

desperate bid to stop Home by giving unqualified support

to Butler. The Times., which was not privy to the Macmillan

plot, was confused by the issue, as was most of the press.

Its headline on the day of Home's election proclaimecl~ "The
45Queen may send for r~r. Butler todayll. Macmillan had taken

advantage of a divided oligarchy to impose his own choice

upon the party in the failure of a natural leader to emerge.

When Home first went to the Palace his action in asking for

a day of grace in which to assess the measure of its support

was a clear indication of the rift in the oligarchy. ·The

Times expressed surprise at the choice.

44 R. Bevins, The Greasy Pole (London: Hodder and
Sto ugh ton, 1963), p. 143-,---'

45 TI1e Times (October 18, 1963).
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The Cabinet and much of the party in the Commons
look with disfavour on the evolution of a leader
through the complicated and electorally dubious
procedure of ~~sclaiming a peerage and fighting
a by-election.

Lord Curzon had been rejected because of his peerage.

Home. because of agitation by the Labour Party for new legis

latio~ was able to take the position which Curzon could

not.

Butler, when he knew of Macmillan's choice,agreed

to serve under Home. Perhaps his lack of determination to

fight was an indication of his usuitability for the leadership.

His action caused those who had thrown their support behind

him earlier to accept Home as leader on 19th October.

The oligarchy by its division had discredited what

was in any case an archaic and feeble system of leadership

selection in the hands of an ailing Prime Minister. Ois-

parities between the feelings of the party as a whole and

the opinions of the group that had backed Home Were easy to

see. Was it pure coincidence that the only man asked to canvas

opinion who was not an Etonian was Martin Redmayne, in any

case a strong Home supporter?47

Much of the comment made by the Labour Party evoked

a strong response and agreement from the electorate. Oligarchy

46 The Times, (October 18, 1963).

47 I. Macleod, The Spectator, (January 11, 1964).
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had always been a basis of Tory democracy but the selection

of Home seemed unjustifiable even in this most aristocratic

party. Mr. Harold Wilson was ready to react publicly when

the opportunity came:

This is counter revolution. After half a century
of democratic advance, of social revolution, of
rising expectation, the whole proce~§ has ground
t 0 a hal t ~v i t h the F0 ur tee nth Ear 1 . L( .

Home had been a bad compromise candidate in the

event of no clear leader evolving Macmillan himself had

considerable misgivings. On the day of Home's first visit

to the Palace he said, "It will just cause ghastly confusion

if \'!e delay."

One definite result emerged from all the confusion.

There was an obvious need to remake the image of the party,

to make it appear more democratic even whilst the oligarchic~l

rule persisted. Bevins saw the problem in these terms:

The one outstandingly vital thing the Conservative
Party must face if it is to regain power is that
the enormous gap socially, financially and in every
way--that exists between those who lead the party
and those.who support it in the country must be
narrowed.f.9

Effectively Bevins was echoing the advice of Eden thirty

years earlier.

Although the assembled party acclaimed Home as

48Howard and ~oJest, op. cit., p. 147.

49 R B . 't 157• eVlns~ Q~~., p. .
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leader on 11th November there were many present who felt that

the 01 -j gar chy had bet rayed the m. W-j 1son t s co mm en tis m0s t

apposite:

Ihe message that has gone out to the world is
that in 1963 the Government Party in Britain
selects its leader and the countryls Prime
Minister through the machinery of an aristocratic
G.:abal. 50

The Selection of Edward Heath 27-7-65

Intrigues to replace Home began almost as soon as he

was inaugurated as party leader. He was never regarded as

more than a temporary expedient although cynics pointed to

the fact that Attlee had been cast in a similar role.

Shortly after Home's accession a new method of leader-

ship selection was decided upon in which justice and democracy

would Ilbe seen to be done ll
• It ~'las never contemplated that a

convention should be adopted although as we have seen Humphrey

Berkley had suggested that the rank and file should have vot~ng

representatives in the leadership selection process. 51

By February 1965 the Conservative Party had adopted

a new method which operated in a manner in many ways s~milar

to that used by the Labour Party. The Chairman of the 1922

Committee, usually a prominent member of the oligarchy, would

con ductab allot am0 ngs tal 1 Con s e r vat i ve r,1. P. IS. Aft e r

nominations had been sent in the first ballot would be held.

50 The Times. (October 21, 1963).

51 2. See page 5
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Df no candidate emerged wi'th a T5% lead overalT a second ballot

wDuld be cond~cted. On thfs second bal'Tot new nomi'nations could

tie. made ... A, clear majorfty \'~as sufTicfent. on t.he second ballot

tim ~eTect the TIeader. If rra guch eandi'date emerged a third

tt'crlH:o:t" firr whfch the ftr.s:t three ca'nd'ida,tes o.F the second ballot

a::o:mpe·ted" wouTd be. he'l.d., IilT thfs: l)a1T:ot fTrst and s'econd

cr::Ii,o:.i;ces waurd' D'e mal~Ke.d' o.n t.he baTlo.t. Tlhe man at the bottom

arff tthe:: p'orT. \'/ouTd' h'ave nrs se,cond' clioi:ces alT.acated as

iin'd'i'icrated' a'nd" t.hus. lIT:ory Democracyll \'/ouTd' select fts leader,52

'!xcnrurd'i:rrg to th,e. Observer:,

Tllte:: rrar.t,y was' um!fTT,tng to' commrt i":ts-eTf" to
LLabourl's: s..,tr.ai:g!itfor\'<!ard maj"orfty system"
tteJd';evtng that t.he met,hod' ado.pted' sJio.uld afm
tia p r. u d'u c e. a bra ad con sen s: us. To hear.te r. nat i ve
v,aXe was r~"uT:e,d out u,n the' graund ft d"id nat
arrow f~r the nominatfon of" compromi'se candidates
an the f"frst baTlot. 53

!'i1'or.e t.lian a t.r.ace of" crTigarcliy was' preserved in the

s'Ystem. Bevins"s attftude was heTd by severaT mcrre radic-al

[crnservat1've ~LP "I!s.., IIT1he n"eVI method of' s:e'Te"ctron Tends

i1us eTf to abus e .' The res h0 u 1" d be a s r ng Te. v,o teo f I~, P. I S

and'the candTdate who gets the most votes s.huuTd be party

5411ea"d'er, II

W•. J", M.. Mackenz1'e 100k1'ng at the ne\'J seTecti"on process

f"ro.m the stance of an observer l~atll"er tha"n a competitor has

made hi's own observation,

52 A .. Shr'i"msley, The First TOO D~s
York: Praeger, 1965), p. 140.

53 The Observer (March 25, 1965).

54 R• Bevins, op. cit., p. T56.

of Ha rol d 11i 1son
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It is quite possible that the office of Conservative
leader in Britain will be filled by weaker men now
that it is to pass by formal rules of election,
not by an informal process of combat and co
operation .55

This is perhaps difficult to reconcile with the

selection of Eden and Home as leaders, results which had

discredited the old system. As we shall see election does

not prevent close struggles in the background between

competing factions of an oligarchy.

The Tories implemented the new method of selection

fairly soon after its adoption. Home, having been blamed

for an election defeat which had surprised everyone by its

nar rOI'1 margin, decided to resign as soon as a reasonable

opportunity presented itself. In a sense the result of that

election had dictated the change in the leadership selection

method. Butler and King have observed that,

The extraordinary circumstance of his (Home's)
emergence in 1963 had continued to cast doubts
on the legitimacy of his position. Perhaps
if he had won the election this would not have
been so.56

Although the new election machinery had been assembled

Home wanted a measure of consensus in the party before

relinquishing the leadership. Basically he regarded the

the election method as a means of legitimising the lIemergencell

of his own nominee. On March 28th 1965 The Observer wrote,

55 W. J. M. ~ilackenzie, Politics and Social Science
(London: Pel ican, 1967), p. 211.

56 Ibid ., p. 45.
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Weighing everything together, he was still at that
moment convinced that although in some respects he
might be considered to have become a liability,
it would be quite wrong from the party's point of view
to go until_there is a manifest consensus on the
successor. '57

Rapidly waning support for Sir Alec amongst the

constituency members where he had once been so popular

(amongst the good Tory Ladies) began to give him increasing

concern. An article in the Conservative Sunday Times according

to Butler and King, finally decided him. When Rees Mogg could

\'i r i t e "The Rig ht ~1 0 men t t 0 Chan 9ell, 58 Sir Ale CIS P0 sit ion

was becoming almost untenable. "Whether Sir Alec hoped that

~lr. Heath vlould emerge as his successor must remain a matter

for con j ec t ur e ," \'1 rot e But 1era nd Kin g . II Its eems hi gh1y

pro bab1y t hat he did. II 59

Thus it was that on Tuesday July 27th 1965 the

Conservative Party held \'ihat The Spectator called "l.he

Party's cautious flutter with formalised democracy in choosing
60their leaders."

Surprisingly enough all worked with smoothness and,

57
The Observer (March 28, 1965).

58
Sunday Times (July'?, 1965).

59
A. Butler and D. King, The British General Election,

1966 (London: t1acmillan, 1966), p. 46.

60T he Spec tat Qi. ( 0c to be r 30, 1965) . II Edito r -j a 1 I.'
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Alecrs wishes.

Heath

Maud'l i 1'19

~ov.le 11

1:50

133

15 62

Si. r Ale c's It f aV'O uri t e min i s t e r II 1'4 as ~ 1e cted wit han 0 vera 11

majority and the I1l una tic fringell'of the party pO\lJerfully

discredited.

Although democracy was seen to be in action the size

of Edward Heath's majority and the falling off in support

for Maudling left little do~bt that Sir Alec had been working

"behind the scenes It. Most news reports had anticipated a

victory for Reginald Maudling. Only "the vo'ice of the

ol1,garchy", The Times and also The Mail , supported Heath

editorially.

Maudling, after the first ballot, withdrew, and'

Heath in effect became leader. For the first time since 1911,

a significant date in Conservative Party history, a leader

had been selected when the party was out of office. Before

the contest took place the majority oligarchy had decided to

sup p0 r t Sir Ale c 's IIf av0 uri t e min i s t e'r" . I 1'1 a 1'1 art i c1e
,

entit 1ed II H0 \1{ Heat h Pu11ed itO f f 11 , 63 pub 1ish edin the

61 The Spectator (October 30, 1965).

62H0 \v ar dan d ~J est, 0 p. cit., p. 120 .

63 The Spectator (July 30, 1965), p. 142.
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·Spectator, Alan l~atkins identified a 1I~1agic Cil~clell around

Heath consisting of Peter Thorneycroft, Christopher Soames,

Quentin Hogg, Heathcoat Amory and Selwyn Lloyd. Ian Macleod

also decided to support Heath who was also fortunate in having

a group of lIYoung.Turks ll working for him. There were Peter

Walkel~ (M.P. Wotcester), Anthony Kershaw (t~.P. Stroud) and
. 64

Peter Emery 01.P. Reading).

Maudling, in contrast, lacked the backing of a pOvlerful

oligarchical group. The fact that Heath had at one time been

Chief Whip was probably also valuable. Lord Lambton, William
.

Clark, John Wall, Philip Goodhart, Patrick Wall (who supported

Maudling) hardly compared with th~strength of Heath1s

b k ' 65ac lng.

On August 2nd Edward Heath was acclaimed as leader.

I nth e w0 r ds 0 f the Spee tat 0 r, 11 I tis n0 vJ p1a i nth at the

process itself, and the result it produced, represent a

revolution in the Tory Party ll.66 Certainly the Tories had

broadened the oligarchical basis of their party structure.

Trappings of democracy still hide the lIiron law". Just

how much influence it continues to exert time alone c~n fell.

In twenty years it appears that the Conservative

party has undergone a revolution in its leadership selection

64 Ib -id .

65
Th~~~ eta! 0 r (J u1y 30, ·1 965), p. 142 .

66 Ibid .
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methods. No longer is the whim of the outgoing leader alone

sufficient to select a successor. Although the leader still

holds a great deal of power in nominating his successor the

Parliamentary Party is now the final arbiter. Characterist

ically the new method of selection still attempts to strive

for the emergence of new leaders by party consensus and

\Igentlell1anlyll agl~eement. Already voices are calling for an

even wider group of party members to be permitted to take

part in the selection pr0cess. Probably for the present the

Conservative Party will remain, hovlever, a slightly reformed

party but still the most oligarchicof those considered -in

this survey.



CHAPTER IV

THE LABOUR PARTY

The Labour Party Leadershi_R Selection Pl~"oce_?2.

The concept of leadership in the Labour Party is

certainly, in appearance at least, far more democratic than

its Conservative counterpart. At its inception the Labour

Party regarded its leader as merely a spokesman for the

PParliamentary group. This idea changed as the Labour Party

drevJ closer to the corridors of power. Officially the Labour

Party leader is subject to annual re-election except when he

is Prime Minister. The re-election of the leader was in fact

regarded as automatic until Harold Wilson challenged Hugh

Gaitskell, an event that will be considered later.

The leader of the party is ex-officio a member
of the National Executive Committee and is free
to attend any sub-committee of the Executive
Committee. Since the Margate Conference of
1953 the Deputy Leader (also annualy elected)
is also an ex-officio member of the National
Execut"ive. l

It is perhaps interesting to note that in the period under

consideration the Deputy Leader has not succeeded the Leader

although he has always attempted to do so.

There are only two leadership selections to consider

in the Labour Party and both of these have taken place in a

lH. Morrison, Government and Parliament (3rd ed.;
London: O.ll.P. s 1964), p. 140.

51
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period when the party was out of office. The fact that the

leader has not been able immediately to confer any special

positions upon his supporters, the Shadow Cabinet (Parlia

mentary Committee) being subject to election, gave him less

patronage than his Conservative counterpart.

An oligarchy within the Labour Party exists but is

more broadly based than in the Conservative Party. Within

the Labour Party intellectual prowess is an accepted

qualification for leadership. The Conservative Party in

contrast, has until recently balanced intellectual skill with

inherited leadership skill~ the aristocratic element of the

party being so defined. Basically it consists of the Cabinet,

or Shadow Cabinet, with special powers accruing to the out
2going leader and also the deputy leader. In addition the

influence of trade unions, although difficult to assess, is

an ever present factor. Finally certain backbenchers and

peers, by respect of their special positions, will wield

considerable influence. The editor of the Daily Mirror and

the Herald (no\'I the Sun) are not without a small measure of

power.

Immediately after the Labour Party, under Clement

Attlee, came into office, Harold Laski as chairman of the

Party, unsuccessfully attempted to prevent A~ee from accepting

2Also the Chairman of Party. One year appointment.
A power when the party is in office.
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the post of Prime Minister until the Parliamentary Party had

met and formally chosen a leader. 3 Morrison claimed the right

to do this under the rule introduced in 1933 which would also

have subjected the leader to a three member committee consisting

of the Party Secretary and two other P.L.P. members. This

committee would have determined the formation of a Cabinet

and Attlee would himself have been subjected to decisicins of

a Cabinet majority.4 All this machinery for party democracy

set up after Ramsey t<1acDonald's "Great Betrayal" was rejected

by Attlee who carried the majority of the party, for the

first time a majority government, with him.

Ironically, AttleA, in setting up Labour democracy

in Britain, imposed oligarchy, or at least ~litism on the

party. Michels was verified here at least. If the Conservat

ives could be criticised for choosing their leaders from Eton

the Labout~ Party might be chastised fOt~ its nOxford leadership".5

Perhaps some of Attlee's ~litism could be deduced from the

manner in which- he announced that he had been charged with

forming a government. Accot~ding to tl:cKenzie, "he never

consulted anyone before assuming office " . 6 It was only later

that critics began to indicate that this was against the

spirit of the party. McKenzi~ explains the acquiesence to

tkKenzie, Ope cit., p. 331.

(London:
3H. Pelling, A Short History of the Labour Party

Macmillan, 1%Tj, p. 95.

4iE.ii., p. 77.

5Gaitskell and Wilson.

6 R.
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Attlee's action in this fashion.

The Labour leader's formal powers appear to be
much more limited than those of the Conservative
leader, but like the latter, he becomes, from
the moment of his election as leadeG a potential
P.M. It must be emphasised that this above all
else is the principle source of his influence
and authority.

The change in the nature of Labour Party Cabinets since 1924,

examined by Guttsman, and the contrast between the original

powers of the leader and his strength today are eloquent

reminders of Michels' law.

When Attlee succeeded Churchill as Prime Minister

he was no longel~ leader of a mel~e "parliamental~y group" but

he ado f a sop his tic ate d par t yin \'J hi ch II the appea ran ceof

the oligarchical phenomenon tl7 was rapidly making itself

apparent.

7See page 3.
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DIAGRM~ 5

Working Class Background of Labour Party

Cabinets and Shadow Cabinets 8

Tota 1 Working Class
Number Members

1924 Cabinet 20 11

1929 Cabinet 14 8

1935 Shadow Cabinet 14 7

1945 Cabinet 20 10

1950 Cabinet 18 9

1951 Shadol'l Cabinet 14 3

1955 Shado\''' Cabinet 14 4

1959 Shadow Cabinet 14 4

1964 Cabinet 23 5

Gut t sma n r S tab 1e c 1ear 1yin di catest II e man ne r i n vi hi ch

Cab i net power has s hi f ted fro m a \'10 r kin g c1ass bas e as the

Labour Party has itself become more powerful. A comparison

between the cabinet of 1924 and that of 1964 is particularly

revealing.

8W. H. Guttsman, Ope cit., p. 7.
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DIAGRAt~ 6

THE LABOUR PARTy9

The Leader
and Parliamentary

Labour Party

Labour Party
Annual

Conference
~[;I National

Executive Committee
"------r------,-\

Trade Unions
Affiliated

at National
. Level

Socialist &
Cooperative
Societies

at National
Level

Party Hea~J

1
I
I
I
I
I··

Agents

Regi onasl I.

Office
Regional
Councils
I -L__

/r-:;T"'-r-a-d'e-'O"n-.7-i -0...-In! Reg ion a1n'0 c .
Affiliated & Coop.
at Regional Socieities

Level

Constituency _I

Labour Parties
'----------'

I
Local Trade
Union Organ-

Individual
Members

Loco. 1 Coop.
& Socialist

Soc -j et i es

9R. McKenzie, British Political Parties (London:
Heinemann, 1964), p. 487. The power of the leader in the
Labour Party is tempered (theoretically) by the Parliamentary
Pal~ty and Conference. cf. The Conservative Pilrty, p. 23.
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TheS~l'~ctidn of Hugh Gaitskell 14-12-55

By 1955 Attlee had decided that it was time for him

to depart from the position of leader of the Labour Party. In

1951, after Aneurin Bevan's resignation, Attlee's leadership had

been at issue but as only approximately one fifth of the party

had supported the rebel the leadership had remained in

Attlee's hands. When Attlee resigned on December 7th 1955

he was regarded as a father figure in the Labour Party, an

. impression heightened by his subsequent elevation to the

peerage.

The election which took place on December 14th was

the fourth in the history of the party. There is little dQubt

that Herbert Morrison fervently hoped to .succeed Attlee who was

equally determined that he should not. The result was to give

Hugh Gaitskell and the right wing the largest margin of victory

in the history of the party. A degree of manoevring took

place behind the scenes in which Gaitskell offered not to

contest the leadership if Bevan would do likewise. The

inevitable result would have been a victory for Morriso~ who

could have been little more than a temporary leader. Perhaps

the selection of Gaitskell is an indication that in the

IIrevolutionary parties ll there is a greater degree of freedom

from oligarchical control.

The result of the first ballot was conclusive.
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Gaitske11 157

Bevan 70

Morrison 40 10

This selection of Gaitske11 had taken place relatively

smoothly although as we have seen there was one last minute

attempt to bargain between two of the "contenders in the hope

that a party consensus would be achieved. Gaitskel1 was not

prepared to see Bevan become leader although perhaps he
11overestimated Bevan's support. The result might have been

a less decisive victory for the right hovlever, if Morrison

had been its sole"representative.

Roy Jenkins has descrilJed "The Gaitskell Era as a

con tin u0 us di a10 9ue \'1 i t h the par t y 0 f VI hi ch he VI as the he ad" . 12

It was also a dialogue punctuated by efforts of the left wing

to remove the leader for Gaitske11 is to date the only

leader of the Labour Party who after being confirmed in office

was subsequently challenged for re-election. The failure of

the left wing to do so is in some measure to be attributed

to the power of the leader and the oligarchy which develops

around him. "Bevan at 58, because of his fiery pel~sonality,

saw the much younger Gaitskell advanc~ to the position of

10L. Smith, Harold Wilson (London: Fontana, 1965), p. 174.

ll W. T. Rodgers, Hugh Gaitskell (London: Thames and
Hudson, 1964), p. 122.

12 Ib 'j 116--,-(" p. .
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leadership with the support of Attlee~ Morrison and the Trade

Unions".13 This is one identifiable oligarchy in the Labour

Party since 1945.

Ga its kell I sat tit udes \'1 ere not cal cu1ate d to hea1 the

split between right and left in the party. On his accession

to the leadership this pronouncement upon nationalisation

incensed many left-wingers,

We have to show that natidnalisation is related to
economic security, we have to show that it is
related to greater equality and to a new spirit
in industry, that it is a necessity for economic
planning.14

Many members of fhe left wing did not think that the

virtues of nationalisation required. cautious display. In

their view the virtues spoke for themselves.

In the next election the defeat of the Labour Party

was duly attributed to the split in the oligarchy or as

King has described it in more personal terms~ "Bevan's rifts

with the leadership".15

The Trade Unions were especially eager to condemn

Bevan for his activities and as one powerful group in the

oligarchy they determined to limit his influence.

Meanwhile the left wing determined to challenge

l3 1vl • M. Krug, Aneurin Bevan: Cautious Rebel (Ne~'1
y0 l~ k : Tho In as Yo s e 10 f f-:--T96l), p. 229.

14 Ibid. ~ p. 229.

l5 Ib "! 233_1_(_., p. .
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the power of the leadership. In 1960 a conference decision

to work towards unilateral nuclear disarmament was passed by

3,339,000 to 3,042,000, The Conference, according to the

constitution of the Labour Party, 'determines policy but

Gaitskell rejected the vote. ,Such an action confirmed the

left wing in the belief expressed by Stonehouse that what

applied to the Conservatives was rapidly being implemented

in their own party namely, lI a leader dictatorshi p ll.16

~1ichels' ideas echoed by Duverger that socialist parties lIin

order to safeguard their existence must follow the pattern
17 .

of others", V.Jas now borne out by events.

On October 14th 1960, Anthony Greenwood resigned

from the Shadow Cabinet and announced his challenge to

Gaitskell IS leadership. After some persuasion, Harold

Wilson, who had been an ardent Bevanite, decided to stand

against Gaitskell, and Greenwood withdrew. The spectacle

of the British Labour Party leadership being contested by

hlo ex-OXfOl"d men now appeared befol"e the British public,

On November 3rd the result was announced and predictably

Gaitskell, with his own group of supporters, won a deciiive

victory.

Gaitskell 166 Hilson 81

l6 R. t~cKenzie, ~cit., p. 618.

17R. t.1 i c he1s, 0 p. c i t_., p. 151, ~12-a ~j ~_-.l.

l8 R. McKenzie, ~_~it., p. 628.
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The left wing was still unable to challenge the leadership

oligarchy effectively. The M.P.·s had rallied to the call

to "fight~ fight and fight again for the' pC\rty I've love".

Gaits ke11 I S I' e - af fir mat ion as 1e adel' gave him II a

man date to de f y con fer en cell 19 \'.! hi ch was i n par tan t-i c i pat ed

by the party. At the Conference of 1961 the motion on

Unilateralism was· defeated by 4,526,000-1,750,000. The Labour

Party had recognised the need for .unity and acted accordingly.

However the fact that the party permitted contesting of the

leadership annually was a pov/erful "democratic" factor r'etained

from the days of the Labour Representation Committee. Despite

the action of Gaitskell the democratic nature of the party

represented in the will of majority prevailing on major issues

of pol icy con tin ued, ce r t a i n1y the II i ron 1a \'J II \'J as we a ke r i n

the Labour Party at all times than within the Conservative

Party.

19R. ~lcKenzie, op. cit., p. 622.
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·ThS ·SSTectiort of Harold Wilson 14-2-63

In 1963 the P.L.P. was probably more conscious than

ever before of the fact that it was choosing not only a leader

but also a possible Prime Minister. This partly explains the

s e1,e ct ion i n 1963 0 f a man VJ hom Mc Ken z i e has calle d the

party's "ablest parliamentary performer", despite the massive

rebuff he had suffered when challenging Gaitskell only two

years before.

The leadership contest of 1963 presented a prospect

of the two rival groups in the P.L.P. hierarchy meeting head

on in a massive cOhfrontation. Divisions amongst the group

which had formed around Gaitskell effectively deprived them

of a chance of victory. Remarkably enough Wilson had been

defeated by George Brown, who had the active backing of

Gaitskell, in the election for Deputy Leader in 1962. On

that occasion Brown won by 30 votes. 20 It was anticipated

that as Gaitskell would be, in all probability, the next

Prime Minister, he would not be favourably inclined to those

who selected a left winger as his deputy.

The first ballot to select Gaitskell ' s successor

was scheduled to take place on 7th February 1963. Brown, acting

as party leader, was confident of success. He regarded himself

as Gaitskell's heir and hoped that the P.L.P. would recognize

20 L• Smith, op. cit., p. 187.
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the fact. Howard and West have noted that,

Of Brown's loyalty and allegiance to Hugh Gaitskel1
there was, and could be, no ~oubt: it was to be his
strongest card in the three ~Ieek party struggle to
find the new 1eader.21

Brown however, is a volatile personality. He almost

destroyed his "str'ongest carelli by his comments on the eulogy

offered up for Gaitske1l. "We shall be told", sa'id Brol'vn,

I'that the rest of us left behind are a pretty poor lot. Time
22

\'1 ill s hO\'I 1'1 he the r 1'1 eare 0 r not II

Comments like this prejudiced Brownls case from the

very beginning. Despite his backing from the old oligarchy

he alienated so many rank and file r·~.p.'s that his support

waned as the campaign progressed. Like Butler, although in

a diff ere nt sen s e, Lab 0 ur ~~. P. I S beg ant 0 sen set hat Br 0 I'J n

was not II oft hest uf f 0 f Iv hie h 1eade r s are mad e", much 1es s

Prime Ministers. An article in the Guardian supported this

view:

Mr. George Brown, in spite of his great service
and long devotion to the Labour Party, hardly
mea sur esup totherequi rem en t s . The }'ear e 0 the r
candidates who come nearer to doing 50. 23

Robert Mellish, M.P. spoke for many of his colleagues

when he said, lilt is a choice betl'Jeen the bear and the fox--

21A. H0 'II a r dan dR. 1-1 est, 0 p. cit., p. 117 .

22 Ibid ., p. 13.

23Manchester Guardian, (Ja~uary 24; 1963).
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and -in polit"ics there isn't one. You have to choose the fox".24

Perhaps it V1(IS significant that the honourable member mctde

this comment in the bar of the House of Commons.

"On January 19th 1963, Hat~old Hilson, Thomas Balogh

and Richard Crossman met and planned their campaign to recreate

a Labour Party of the left. Crossman expressed the view that,

"it \'Ias essential for \4ilson to keep above the contesV. 25

Meanwhile James Callaghan had decided to enter the

leadership contest and thus a split developed in the old

Gaitskellite right wing, jeopardising their chances of victory.

Cr 0 s-l and, Tow ney, Pre ntic e, 0 "j am 0 ndan d Don nell y com pr i sed

Callaghan's major support. 26

The remainder of the GaitskGllites decided, despite

the Guardian, to support Brown. However for a brief period

a further faction developed around Patrick Gordon Walker. This

further confused the issue for the right wing whilst the left

continued to be quietly united. If the right had rallied

around Brown and Brown himself had remained silent the

Ga its ke11 i t es co ul d have rem a i ned the do min an t for ce i n ·t he

Labour Party. Events moved in a different direction however.

On the fir~t ballot,

25 A. HO\'I a r dan dR. He s t ~ 2..Q, cit., p. 16 .

26]..Eli., p. 17.
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When Chuter Ede announced the figures at the beginning
of the meeting of the Parliamentary party at the
House of Commons ... a full muster of Labou~'

M.P.ls received them, it is said, in complete
si1ence. 27

The results reflected the fact that division in the

right wing had placed the left in a strong position.

Wilson 115

BrOv/n 88

Callaghan 41

Abstentions 5 28

The old Gaitske11ite faction panicked. A "stop Wilson

movement" developed amongst the old Gaitskellite oligarchy.

They saw that Wilson as a prspective Prime Minister of the

very near future would create a band wagon effect. The Times

sa ide xact 1y t his, 11M. P. I S wi 11 bet em pte din the sec 0 nd

ballot to climb on board what promises to be the successful
29

bandwagon".

overn i ght 0 nevI i ng 0 f the 0 I i gar c hy had bee n ec1 ips ed .

On hearing the result a shocked Brown is reputed to have said,

"Tell me, is there a big enough Trade Union leader in

tOvJn to s,,!ing this thing".30

Meanwhile, George Wigg, who was to receive his reward,

27 The Times (February 8, 1963).

28 Ibid .
29

I bid.

30A. HO~\/ard and R. \~est, op. cit., p. 29.
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worked indefatigably for Wilson in trying to swing some of

Callaghan's support leftward. Evidently twelve of Callaghan's

old supporters so pledge~ themselves.

The eventful result on February 14th, II clearly

accorded with the general expectation of the Parliamentary

Pa rty". 31

Divisions of the party were clearly represented in

this result and a complete lack of consensus boding ill for

the future, was revealed.

Wilson

Brown

144

103 32

The II i ron 1awII 0 f 0 1i gar chy i s we a k \'i i t hi nth e 1e ade r s hip

selection process of the Labour Party. However the leader

is today far stronger than MacDonald, the first Labour Prime

Minister, in 1924. The reality of power and the need to

organise government has made a Labour Party leader no longer

head of a mere parliamentary group. All three recent labour

leaders have shown that they can be a law unto themselves at

times and inevitably they hope to see men of their own

persuasion succeed them in the office of leader. When all

this is said it must be admitted that the Labour Party allows

far more open competition between groups for the leadership;

perhaps immeasurably more, than ~ts Conservative counterpart.

At times the party on its better occasions is a shining

31 The Times (February 15, 1963).

32 rbid .
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example of party democracy. Disputes are openly permitted

between the party groups but party democracy does not always

bring electoral success.



CHAPTER V

CANADA

"The Selection of Leaders in Canada

At first sight the Canadian method of leadership

selection making use of the convention system appears to be

far more democratic than the methods employed by either of

the British parties.

In Canada the rank and file party members as well

as the M.P. IS are apparently given an active part to play

in the selection process.

As Ruth Bell has written:

It vias as" a result of the demands of the
II 9 I' ass roo t slit hat con ve nt ion s \\1 ere i nt rod uced
to give the party supportel~s an opportunity
to take part in the selection of party leader
and in the formulation of party policy.l

The leadership convention is of fairly recent origin

in Canada, Mackenzie King being the first leader thus chosen

in 1919. In 1927 the Conservatives followed the Liberal

example and selected Arthur Meighen by means of a party

convention. 2 Previously both Liberal and Conservative leaders

had been selected by caucus.

1R. Rt? 11, Con s e r va t -j ve Party Nat"j 0 11 a1 "Con vent fori s"l9 27."
1956 (u npub 1ish ed ~/1. A~- -T hesis Car 1e"'follUnlVersitY)-,-0 t t a\1a ,--
T965.

2F. H. Undethill, Canad-ian Political Pclrtios (Ottawa:
Can ad "j an His to r-i cal Ass 0 c r~;"-:t fOll-;-Ef671;T, p. /.
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It appears that the caucus or oligarchy was less

fearful of the introduction of the convention as a democratic

expedient than might at first be supposed. Perhaps the idea

of the convention,

To take control of the parties out of the hands
of pseudo-aristocratic oligarchies or of inner
groups of professional politicians is more a .3
question related to theory rather than practice.

The convention is a useful method of giving publicity

to the party and provides a rallying point for party

sentiment. Ostrogorski describing the United States Pres-

idential Conventions of 1902 conveys the publicity value of

the event.

The attention of the whole country excited to the
highest pitch by the great periodic duel, centres
on these [Presidential Conventions] so as to make
them a unique institution; and these basking under
the eyes of the wsole fever stricken nation, a
unique spectacle.

In fact the Canadian Convention has only recently

reached the "fever pitch ll of its American counterpa)~t. Much

of the Canadian convention is devoted to policy committees

although the leadership selection, conducted by secret ballot,

is the climax.

The rea )' e no pr i fJl a r -j esin Can ada and the par -, i am en t t\ ry

system of government places less (though increasing) emphasis

upon leadership than the presidential system. The composition

3 F. H. Un de r hi 11, .Q.R.~~t:., p. 5.

4
M. 0s t r 0 90 r s lei, .Q.l2..~ cit., p. 244 .
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of the Canadian party convention gives the party caucus a

considerable role. MacGregor Dawson, in a comment which the

parties would probably repudiate today~ has written,

Neither Liberals nor Conservatives have accepted
wholeheartedly and with genuine conviction the
system of choosing _a national leader by the
convention system. S

This comment was written~ it should be noted, in the

1950 l s and party opinion has since changed.

The influence of the United States is being contjnually

felt. Suggestions of regular conventions which would give

the rank and file a continuing influence upon the party

leadership have been rejected by all parties save the N.D.P.

The process of a continual review of the leadership by the

mass is extremely obnoxious to the caucus. Similarly

suggestions that the convention should be only used for the

selection of a leader have also been rejected until now.

Canada has made some effort to preserve the parliamentary

form of government despite the pressures from the United

States.

The Convention is II an inter election function as in

the United Kingdom and not an electoral function as in the

United States " . 6 Clearly when selecting a leader certain

5
~-1. Da\\lson~ The Democrat-ic GoveY'nment of Canada

( 4thed .; T0 I~O nto: Un i ve r s ft y PY' es s~--r9G3l ~ p. 504. ..

6F. C. Eng e1In ann und r'l. C. Schwa )' t z ~ Pol -j ticalP art i es
a il d the CunD. c.i -j a. n Soc i c; 1 St rue t ur e (S c 2l \"' b0 r 0 u9~-OllT2i -r -j 0 :----P-rell t i ce--~ra-n---~--~i-96""7T-:"p--:-T92-.--



to win elections must be considered.

Recently however the selection of Trudeau, and earlier that

to be, -ll can he unify the party and lead it in the Commons? II

In contrast "in America the consideration is can he \'Jin? 117

71

factors such as the personality and the abflity of the leader

-Yet since the convention
vi

i san i nt e r - e1e c t ion fun c t ion the c r ucia 1 que s t ion i s 1ike 1y b,\}~Y.

i'
(; J

~~

; I -

.., ~~;.,'

\ .

of Diefenbaker in some measure fall into the latter category.

In Canada one cannot deny that leadership has for many years

been the pivotal point of party politics. The oligarchies

of each party have certainly recognised this salient fact.

The similarity of the two major parties on grounds of policy

has made it necessary for elections to become choices based

upon personality factors. As Underhill has written previously,

A disillusioned English student of politics
remarked that the successful (Canadian)
party leader is the man who can dangle the
largest number of carrots in front of the ~

noses ofsthe largest possible number of
donkeys.

Porter further indicates the position in Canada

when he says,

The popular image of the P.C. 's representing
the Bay Street Crowd is not accurate. Only

7R• Bell, op. cit. .

SF. C. Engelmann and M. C. Schwartz, op. cit., p. 192.
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DIAGRAM 6
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37 Liberals and 19 Conservatives have been
both members of the economic elite and
M.P.'s.9

perhaps the best definition of the importance of

leadership although exceptions exist, and therefore incidentally

the importance of the oligarchy having overall control, is

given by John McLeod:

A successful leader becomes the major symbol
of his party; the party stands for what he
stands for, and his pronouncements become
party dogma. Whether it is Macdonald or Laurier,
King or Diefenbaker, 'The Chief' is the main
spring of the machine, and absolute power to 10
formulate policy is concentrated in his hands.

The final sentence is of the utmost significance for

it helps to explain the manner in which Canadian party leaders

have been so often successful in grooming their successors

and seeing them safely installed in o~fice despite all the

IIdemocratic ll panoply of the convention. Usually it is the

group around 1I1 e chef llll which triumphs, although changes

appear to be in the offing.

The composition of the convention is similar for

each party and will be described in detail under each party

head. The federal nature of Canada makes a leadership

convention more acceptable than in Britain.

9porter, Party Politics in Canada, ed. H. G. Thorburn
(Scarborough, Ontario: Prentice Hall, 1967), p. 88.

lOJ. T. Macleod, "Explanation of Our Party System ll

in Politics: Canada, ed. P. Fox (2nd ed.; Toronto: McGraw
Hill, 1966), p. 331.

llIbid., p. 365.
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The federal nature of Canadian politics is a' significant

difference from the British political scene. However, as the

II fat he l~ s 0 f con fed era t io n II at t empte d t 0 av0 i d the p'j t f all s 0. f

the United States federal system so have the founders of the

aonvention attempted to avoid the evils of state delegations

and the like, although not always successfully. Certainly

the power of certain provincial leaders is not to be dismissed.

Certain of these men have been notorious for their domination

of the provincial groups. In the Globe and Mai1 on April 5,

1, 968, Scot t You n9 wrot e, II A f eVI VI a l~ d b0 sse s 1ike Joey Sma 11

"'JOod call the shots"~1l2 Whilst there is a possibl'ity of

overestimating such power it is a factor that must be

con s i cJ e r' ed . Stan fie 1dIS i nfl ue 11 ce i n "L he Ii a r i tim es san din dee d

the. i nfl uenee 0 f the ~1.a r i tim esin the Par t y at t his tim e (1 968 )

has been noted as an unfortunate trait of the Conservative Party.

Ontario and also Toronto have been significant factors

in the selection of leaders in the Conservative Party.

The special position of Quebec within the convention

arl~angement is significant. Ruth Bell has indicated the very

authoritarian methods of appointing delegates in that Province

un til 1956 . '1 I n 1 948 M0 ns i eur Sa ban i (t he Pro vinc i all ead e r )

could virtually delivel~ the vote ll
•
i3

1 2Glob e and ~·1 ail (Apr i 1 5, ·1 9 68) •

13 R. Ben, .2E. cit., p. 104.
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The Liberal Party has made a practice of selecting

alternate French and English leaders at its conventions.and

candidates in both parties made considerable efforts in the

1967 and 1968 conventions to accord the Quebecois the pleasure

Df fueing addressed ,in their own tongue.

ioth parties permlt the appointment of delegates-at-

narge by the Provincial Party Organisers, a factor which

pr~vides considerable opportunity for povincial organisers to

"fl 'h F" l~,
1~. ·uence t e conVentlon.

In 1948 the Winnipeg Free Press conducted a campaign

against the appointment of delegates-at-large calling the

method of choice, Il;1nEi"emOC)~atic" and "penn itt'ing bossism

an d p il c ld ng the Con vent ion II • 1-5

ihe federal nature of Canada is reflected also in

the appointment of Provincial representatives to the various

convention committees. Ruth Bell describes the method in

the Progressive Conservative Party in which members of the

Nominations and Credentials Committees are appointed in equal

numbers from each province whereas the Resolutions and Organ

isation Committees are ap~ointed according to provinci~l

popu1at-ion.

14 R. Bell, op. cit., p. 40.

l5 R• Bell, op. cit., p. 199.
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In fact in the appointment of committees as in other

matters the object is to strive for a national party unity

rather than federal division .

. Another significant feature of the convention is

the power its delegates possess when the party is in office

for in such instances they are not merely selecting a leader

but also a Prime Minister.

The actual structure of the convention in terms of

.delegate representation is described in the sections relating

to the respective parties. However, at this point the

advantages for the party hierarchy should be remarked upon.

Most notable is the special representation given to M.P.Js~

Senators and Members of Provincial Legislatures, Although

each riding elects and sends members (5 Conservatives,

6 Liberals) the large Parliamentary element is a strong force.

Ruth Bell has written:

The influence exercised by the ex-officio
delegate is probably considerable. The very
nature of his position--an elected represent
ative, or a member of the party hierarchy ...
indicates that he is accustomed to lead and
to influence the voter. It is then expected
that he would wield more influence in the
Convention than his fair share, which is some
15-20% of the total number of delegates. 16

Added to this are a number of delegates at large from each

Province, selected by the president of the provincial party.

16R. Bell,.QJ?..: cit., p. 101.
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Although these features favour the" party brass" it

should also be noted that the riding representation has

recently been increased for 3-5 in the case of the Conservatives

and from 3-6 in the case of the Liberals. Special status is

also accorded to women, youth and student groups.

Certa-inly the "democratic fa\;ade" in Canada is an

impressive structure. Despite the fact that Canada is a

more "democratic" nation than Bdtain it is a fact that

. liS inc e 1867 0 n1y 12% 0 f Can adian ca bin e t min i s t e r have bee n

of humble working class origin as the following tables

indicate " . 17 In the field of education and occupation the

cabinet minister is of an ~lite group.

As we turn to consider the examples of leadership

selection since 1945 by the convention method an earlier

rem a l~ k 0 f 0s t r 0 g0 r s k -j vii 11 be s h0 \<1 n to be of .p art i cu1a l~

significance. In the very first United States leadership

convention Ostrogors~i observed, "The candidate ~<las marked

-out beforehand " . 18 In Canada this situation has frequently

prevailed also, although today both parties have fully accepted

the convention as part of their structure and party democracy

is closer to being realised t~an ever before in terms of

the open competition of groups and the method of representation.

l7 L. D. Epstein, 9p. cit., p. 197.

181\1 0 0 s t r 0 90 r ski, 2.J?_._~it., p. 71.
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DIAGRAM 7

EDUCATION OF CANADIAN ~lINISTERS) 1867-1957, BY Pf\RTy 17

Par!j lUn-ivers i ty Secondary Elemental~Y Uncertain Tota 1

Liberal 1.10 13 4 18 145

Conservative 89 1 7 2 22 130

To ta 1 1:99 30 6 40 275

DIAGRAt~ 8
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Libel~al 16 4 16 8 29 7 4 1 145

Conservative 64 12 5 6 36 4 0 3 130

Total 140 16 21 14 65 11 4 4 275
......

-------_.-,--..-------------

17 L • D. Epstein, Q£~i..-~., _p. 198.

18
Ibid., p. 197.



CHAPTER VI

THE PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE PARTY

The Selection of Leaders in the Progressive Conservative Partl

The Progressive Conservatives have held three

conventions since 1945 and under John' Diefenbaker their

fortunes recovered from the low ebb to which they had sunk

during the period of McKenzie King's hegenomy. Granatstein

ably describes the latter part of that period and shows the

efforts of the Conservatives to escape from a "Bay Street"

image. In selecting R. Manion they thought they had succeeded.

A new leader, free of stereotyped Tory views of
the past, was needed if the opportunity was to be
exploited. Was there such a man in the Conservative
Party? And if so, would the party allow him the
manoevrability he would need to fight and defeat
Mackenzie King?2 However, 'Meighen and Bennett
and their old guard supporters had a tremendous
influence'.3

Clearly it has taken the Conservatives many years

before they have come to accept the idea of the convention.

~1 ani 0 n, who res i gned aft e r de f eat i nth e fed era 1

elections in 1940, said,

My election as leader took pl~ce at a National
Convention; but a convention is not a continuing
body, the only group who at the moment have any
authority to speak from our Party from a federal

lJ. L. Granatstein, The Politics of Survival (Toronto:
University Press, 1967).

2Ibid ., p. 17.

3 Ibid ., p. 17.
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standpoint are the Conservative members of the
House of Commons. 4

This statement illustrates an important point which.

is applicable to both parties but is of particular relevance

to the Conservatives. Until recently it has been the decision

of the leader which has dictated the time of a convention.

I nevita b1.1 he ch0 0 S est he tim e v"j t h car e i f c i r cum s tan ces permit.

Diefenbaker is an example to the contrary as we shall see

for in 1967 the party oligarchy split and decided upon a

convention against the wishes of lithe chief".

It is interesting to note at this point that Diefenbaker

gave as his reason for entering the convention on December

2nd 1942 the fact that he had heard it was to be lI a cut and

dried affair " . 5 Certainly Arthur Meighen planned John Bracken1s

election carefully although at one stage he wrote to his son~

III am meeting with cruel disappointment in my plans for the

Convention ll
•
6

In the period under review the oligarchy~ which

dominates the Canadian Conservatives~ will be seen to differ

from its British counterpart. The differences may partly be

deduced from an examination of the Canadian parliamentary

4Ib 'd p. 55.-"-'-' ,
5Ibid . ~ P. 143.

6 lb' , P. 14+.-~')
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system and also from an examination of the delegate 'structure

of the convention. This structure gives inbuilt advantages

to the oligarchy, a fact already briefly considered, but which

may now be examined in greater detail. Despite these inbuilt

advantages theoretically a revolt of the rank and file could

occur. In reality it has never done so although the pressures

of the ordinary party members have on occasion, seriously

affected decision by a divided oligarchy.

The Report of the Executive Committee of the Progressive
Conse rv a_ti~y upon tf-1"eTorthcomi n9 Conve-ntlOlll-11-T9-6?

listed the following individuals as delegates:

All Privy Councillors who support the Progressive

Conservative Party of Canada; Progressive Conservative Members

of the Senate; Progressive Conservative Members of the House

of Commons; Members of Provincial Legislaturesor Legislative

Bodies who support the Progressive Conservative Party of

Canada; the Executive Officers of the Women's Association;

Executive Officers of the Progressive Conservative Student

Federation of Canada; Progressive Conservative Candidates

nominated for redistributed ridings based on the electoral

redistribution of 1966; Chairmen and Co-Chairmen of Convention

Sub-committees and active members of the Policy Advisory

Committee and other Convention Committees and Sub-Committees.?

7Report of the Executive Committee of the Ex~cutive
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From the details outlined above it becomes immediately

obvious that special representation is given to the ~party

brass ll
•

In the constituency areas five delegates are elected

by each constitue~cy. It is significant that in 1927 five

delegates were appointed from each constituency to the first

Progressive Conservative Convention. In the conventions that

followed this number was reduced to three. However in 1967

five delegates were again sent from each constituency~8 Two

delegates are also selected from each student club.

Delegates at large are also elected:

Yukon-3; North West Territories-3; British Columbia-30
Alberta-25; Saskatchewan-25; Manitoba-25; Ontario-gO;
Quebec-gO; New Brunswick-20; Nova Scotia-20; Prince
Edward Island-10; Newfound1and-15. 9

The general delegates-at-1arge are appointed in each

province by the provincial president for the party provincial

organisation, the provincial vice-president for the province

and the two federal directors for the province.

Women--nine delegates at large from Ontario and Quebec,

to be appointed by the Provincial Asiociation.

Officers of the rrogl~essive Conservative Association of Canada
Being the Convention Committee of the Progressive Conservative
Centennial Convention to the Convention, August 28, 1967, p. (.

8 R. Bell, op. cit., p. 94.

9 Rep 0 r t 0 f the Ex e cuti ve Co rum itt ee. • • Aug us t 28, 1.9 6 ~,
p. 6 and 7.
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Young Progressive Conservatives--Nine delegates at

large from Ontario and Quebec, three of whom must be women

to be appointed by the Young Progressive Conservative

Associations in conjunction with the federal Young Progressive

Conservative Association. 10

The directors of the party are clearly given considerable

PO\'I e r sin the s e ,.e ctin g 0 f del ega t esat the con vent ion .

Basically the oligarchy in the Progressive Conservative Party

may be defined in the following manner. The Cabinet or

Shadow Cabinet, with special powers accruing to the leader; the

President of the federal· association and President of the

Executive Committee, provincial premiers and presidents of

provincial associations, certain Senate members and privy

councillors. There are also other individuals, such as

influential backbenchers, who playa prominent part.

Dawson, in his account of Canadian Government,

recognises the great advantages the "official element ll possesses

in the selection of leaders.

The strong official element will inevitably
weaken the influence of the ordinary party or
riding delegate. Neither party has apparently
considered the possibility of apportioning
candidates on a basis of party votes cast.
The presences and influence of this element
(party oligarchy) can, however, scarcely be
regretted, they should represent much of the

----_.~-

lOReport of the Executive Committee ... August 28, 1967,
pp. 6 and T.
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practical wisdom of the party and they
certainly constitute the more experienced
members. ll

Dawson applies his remarks to both parties as an

iin,d'fcation that neither lias fully accepted the convention

g:ystem. The oliga-rchy cer-tai;nly Iiasinbunt advantages when

imposing its united choice of leader upon the convention.

lFy,'--equently, as r~ichels has stated, that oligarchy will be

~fvtded and attempt to enlist the support of the delegates

te one candidate or another.

ft is notable that efforts to make the convention an

~nnual event have been rejected by the Progressive Conservative

and Liberal leaders. Such a reform would perhaps threaten

their control of the party although the British Labour

Party and N.D.P. appear to have an oligarchy despite annual

election. In fact there still exists much in the Canadian

convention system which lacks organisation. Financial

~ontributions for example come from a variety or sources, often

obscured. Ruth Bell states that the 1948 Convention cost

$52,000 and the 1956 Convention, $76,000. These figures

however, ignore the sums spent by the candidates and ~helr

supporters, which have been immense but undefined in the period

1967-68. Canada is more closely allied to the stratarchy

which Eldersveld describes although it does not fully accord

11 .
I~. Dawson, op. cit., p. 506.
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with it. The convention is today a curious mixture of the rank

and file and the parliamentary party members participating in

the selection of a leader who is acceptable to the party and

hopefully to the nation.

The Selection of George Drew as Leader 2-10-48

George Drew came to a position of power in a p~rty

whose fortunes were at ~ very low ebb. In 1948 the Conser-

vatives had witnessed the long unbroken dominance of the

Liberals under King for many years and had seen the rise of a

successor who would continue to lead a Liberal Party in

office.

The 1948 Convention is notable for displaying the

power of the Tory oligarchy at its height.

The events leading up to the Convention on October

2nd and the occurrences that follolAJed it illustrate only too

c1ear 1y the t rut h 0 f Mi che1s II i ron 1awn. Bit t ern esse n9end ere d

by the manipulation of the convention, or as Newman has called
1 '?

it, liThe intrigues of the palace guard ll
, '- influenced John

Diefenbaker for the rest of his active political career.

His (Diefenbaker's) deepest feelings of personal
bitterness were directed at his own political
cohorts for choosing George Drew over him at the
Party l s 1948 leadership Convention. In Fredericton,
New Brunswick, where he was accorded the wildest
welcome of the 1958 campaign with a woman
clutching at his coat and gasping: "I touched

12 p . C. Newman, Renegade in Power--The Diefenbaker
Yea r s (T 0 ron to: f'" c C1ell ana un d St e \'J art, 196 4 ) ,p. /6-.---
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him!", Diefenbaker reacted by turning to a friend
and saying bittel~ly: "I could have had all th-is
in 1948 but for them".13

The 1948 Convention result was forecast long in

advance by most of the press. The Winnipeg Free Press wrote

on the day before the convention,

While all the evidence contiriues to point to a
victory for Premier George Drew of Ontario in
the leadership contest, possibly even without going
beyond a single ballot, policy is still vitally
impol~tant.14

The Tor 0 n t 0 Star con c1uded, " I tIs Dr eI'l t S P1a t for m" . 15

Drew, as Premier of Ontario, was the only Conservative premier

in Canada. He had succeeded in smashing the C.C.F. in Ontario

and it was hoped that his victorious example could be

repeated federally. Drel'! as the darling of the "Toronto

Tories" could expect very wide support. Most important of all

the old oligarchy was united behind him.

At the 1948 Convention the "old gLjard" appointed more

than 300 delegates-at large who practically all promised

unreservedly to vote for Drev/. One old Conservative allegedly

saw the leadership struggle in theSe terms:

13 P. C. Newman, ~p. cit.,.p. 4.

l4winnipeg Free Press (October 2, 1948).

15Tor 0 nt 0 _2tar (0 c to be r 2, 194 8 ) .
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Ghost delegates with ghost ballots, marked by
the ghostly hidden hands of Bay Street, are going
to pick George Drew, and he'll deliver a ghost
written speech that'll cheer us all up) as we march
briskly into the political graveyard. 1o

Walker, Diefenbaker's campaign manager, sensing a

growing feeling amongst the delegates of resentment against

the imp 0 sit ion s 0 f the 11 pal ace guar d II SUggest ed as a s log an,

"Diefenbaker--the man from Main Street not Bay Street,,;17 but

Diefenba~er rejected this approach.

Ce r t a i n1y the" Tor 0 ntoT 0 r i eSll \IJ h0 had sup p0 r ted Bra cken

and wanted to see Drew as his successor worked hard to

achieve their ends.

He a t h Mac qua r r i e say s 0 f Dr eVI : " He 'IJ asin f act the

choice of hundreds of rank and file delegates who thought little

about right-centre-left gradation ll . 18 Previously the Liberal

Winnipeg Free Press had written:

A large proportion of the Convention delegates will
not be elected by any meeting of the local
Conservative support~§s but will be chosen by the
bosses of the party.

Yet Macquarrie describes Drew as the epitomy of "right wing,

h i 9h tar iff, Bay - St r ee t Tory ism" . S0 anxi 0 us we ret hell T0 'r' 0 nt 0

16 P. C. Newman, op. cit., p. 28.

l7 Ibid ., p. 28.

l8H• Macquarrie, The Progressive Conservative Party
(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1965), p. 126.

19winnipeg Free Press (August 31, 1948).
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Tories ll to stop Diefenbaker's threat that they all.egedly,

IIEntered the names of his (Diefenbaker's) visitors in a black

b kll 20
00 .

The vote on the first ballot was decisive.

Drevi 827

Diefenbaker 311

Fleming 104 21

Possibly this was the most decisive victory of any

Conservative convention. Diefenbaker, dejected and depressed)

felt cheated by an impossibly powerful oligarchy.

Drew now had to'~eek a seat in the House of Commons

in order to take his place as party leader. His failure to

gain victory for the party gradually disfllusioned even his

closest supporters. Meanwhile Diefenbaker waited.

The Selection of John Diefenbaker 11-12-56

The final triumph of John Diefenbaker in his struggle

to capture the leadership of the Progressive Conservative

Party came in 1956, fourteen years after his first attempt

in 1942. For many years the 1I 0 1d guard ll of liTo ron to Tories'

had actively opposed him but by the mid; 1950's the oligarchy

was becoming desperate. Indeed Ruth Bell has observed:

20 Ne \'1m an, 0 p. cit., p. 28.

21 Ibid .,p.29.



/lOuring the 1956 Convention period) the party hierarchy were

almost unanimously opposed to the popular candidate".22 The

Conservatives had failed to win more than 30% of the votes in

federal elections for nearly twenty years. Oiefenbaker appeared

as a possible antidote to the ill fortune which dogged the

party.

The choice of Oiefenbaker was guaranteed nevertheless
by the undeniable fact that he had a better prospect
than any competitor to wi~ the next election)
though the prosRect seemed pretty s.light to
anyone but him. 23

Oiefenbaker broke the 30% barrier in 1957 by polling

38.9% of the votes and winning 112 seats. in 1958 this figure

increased to 78.8% and 205 seats. 24

Oiefenbaker is an example -in part of the /I accordion

theory II of I~ichels in operation and yet it is an example

which must be highly qualified. Although Oiefenbaker was

given the support of the 1I 0 1d guard ll when he was victorious

he could never completely forgive them for what he considered

to be earlier v·!rongs. The /l old guard ll for their part disposed

22 Bell , op. cit., p. 204. Source--Intervie~", Pet~sonal
Observations etc.

23 8 H h" M P" M""' 186" 1964. utc 1nson, r. rlme 1nlSter ,-
(Toronto: Longmans, 1964)) p. 320.

24 H. Scarrow) Canada Votes (New Orleans: Hauser)
1962)) p'. 161.
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of Diefenbaker~ although not without some difficulty~ when his

usefulness to them had past.

In th~ thirty years up to 1956 the Progressive

Conservatives had experienced six changes of leadership.

The 1956 Convention presented~ according to Meisel~ three

vital questions:

1. A need to get a leader to stay in office and
revitalise the party.
2. A question of the very survival of the party.
A need to select a leader who would block social
credit and stop the Liberals.
3. A need to recognise the factions in the party.
Drew had recently been attacked by Finlayson
(leader in British Columbia) wh9 accused him of
pandering to Toronto interests. 25

On October 2nd 1956~ 40 members of the Conservative

I

Association of Canada~ President Lebn Balcer~ met and decided

to hold a Convention on December lOth of that year.

The Convention Executive Committee was~ according
to ~'1eisel ~ "Composed entirely of members of the
'old guard'~ such as ~~. L. Rowe (National Director).·
Most of the chairmanships and secretaryships of
Committees were also in the hands of the 'old
guard'.26

Havi eve r the II old guar dll we red i vi de don the act ion

they should take some seeing the party's only possible

salvation in Diefenbaker whilst others rem~ined opposed to

him. The question of the appointment of delegates-at-large

25 J . Meisel ~ The Canadian General Election of 1957
(Toronto: University Press~ 1962) ~ p. 18.

26 Ib " 21__1_0. ~ p. .
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again arose:

There was only one place where it was possible to do
some substantial 'rigging' of the Convention for
whoever controlled the provincial association had
a strong voice in choosing the provincial delegates
at-large and also the delegates from cons~7tuencies

where the party organisation had decayed.

An analysis of the number of delegates by Ruth Bell indicates

that in 1956 the constituency delegates composed 59% of the

Convention, the delegat~s ex-officio 16% and the delegates-

at-large 24% of the members. The remainder consisted of

party leaders and the like. 28

Despite the division in the oligarchy or perhaps

bee ause 0 f the m II a bit t e r s tr~ ug91e for P0\'I e r vi as be i ng \'1 age d

in the Convention" 29 Allister Frossart, lithe architect" 30

of Die fen bake r 's vic tory aslit he chi efile all e cl him vi asan ex -

II Tor 0 ntoT 0 r y II who had bee nco nvinced bye vent s prio r to 1 956

that Diefenbaker was the only man who could lead the Con-

servatives to victory. His faith was reflected in the slogan

he de vis ed, II I~ e can win VI i thO i efen bake r'l . 31

27 J . Meisel, The Canadian General Election of 1957,
p. 21.

28 R• Bell, Ope cit. ,po 94.
29 .

Ibid., p. 25.

30 P. C. Newman, Ope cit., p. 159.

31 Ibid ., p. 164.
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In 1948 Grossart had planned Drew·s victory and in

1956 he helped Diefenbaker. Here was only one example of

the oligarchical split.

The candidates 32 who finally emerged at the Convention

illustrated the lack of a party consensus. Fulton, the

youngest candidate, a forty year old Catholic, west coast

lawyer, had a big University backing. It was argued that in

the future he v/ould lead the party to victory but the "old

guard H wanted victory nOVI. Diefenbaker, previously a colleague

of Fulton, now became an enemy.

Fleming, a fifty-two year old lawyer and M.P. for the

Eglinton Riding of Toronto, was now the local representative

ofthell old guar dII. 0r ew per son all y sup p0 r ted F1em i ng but

some of Drew·s followers at the last moment made a desperate

bid to draft the President of the University of Toronto as

a candidate,33 an unsuccessful action which caused added

confusion.

Diefenbaker had established a reputation in the

Conservative Party as an M.P. (Prince Albert) and also' as

a past contender for the leadership. At the beginning of the

Convention call all but two or three of the Tory front bench were

32 p. C. Newman provides profiles of leading personalities.

33 J . t·1eisel, QIl. cit., p. 27.
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opposed to Diefenbaker. However as the convention progressed

he won more support from the provincial and constituency

associations and also the individual and indefatigable support

of Grossart, Churchill and Hees.

The Convention of 1956 illustrated the special part

Quebec can play in Canadian party politics. An effort was

made to make Diefenbaker appear as the chosen candidate of

II 1aBe 11e Pro vinc ell. This, accor d-j n9 t 0 ~~ e -j s e1, 'vI as not

intended to convince Quebec that Diefenbaker was the best
\ '",'

candidate for them but rather to convince the other areas of

Canada that the Quebec delegation throught this was the case. 34

Diefenbaker disrupted these arrangements however by

asking the Premi~r of New Brunswick and Major-General

Pearless of British Columbia to propose and second his

nomination. Arrangements made for a representative from Quebec

to second Diefenbaker were accordingly dropped.

S~vigny describes in This Game of Politics,35 how

he laboured on Diefenbaker's behalf only to be met by the

chief's indifference. This resulted in 'the fact that,' lithe

greater part of the Quebec delegation simply got up and

34 J . ~~eisel, op. ciL, p. 30.

35 p . Sevigny, This Game of Politj~2 (Toronto: McClelland
and Stewart, 1965).
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left" after Diefenbaker vJas elected. 36

. 37
On December 11th 1956 1,234 delegates elected a new

l~ader of the Progressive Conservative Party.

Victory for Diefenbaker was predicted by the press.

The Winnipeg Free Press correctly forecast victory on the

first ballot.

Diefenbaker

Fleming

Fulton

744

393

117 38

Diefenbaker was ecstatic for at last he appeared to

have broken the hold of the oligarchy. In a phrase typical

ofthem an he dec 1are d, "I ask for you r pray er s, I ask for

your ass'istance and co-operation".39

The man whom Pearless had describeu as "the greatest

living Canadian--a cross between Simon de Montfort and

and Ben jam i n Dis rae 1i " ,4 0 had de f eatedt he 1/ old gua r d". Die fen 

baker had triumphed over a desperate and divided oligarchy.

36 p • Sevigny, op. cit., p. 43.

37Winnipeg Free Press (December 14, 1956).
38 P. C. Newman, op. cit., p. 67.

39 lbid ., p. 47.

40 Ibid ., p. 46.
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Whilst his leadership reflected credit upon the part~ that

oligarchy would reluctantly accept him. The man from !I~1ain

St r eet" t emp0 l~ a r i 1y vic tor i 0 usa ver II Bay St r ee t II wo u1d eve nt ua11 y

be eased out of office when his value to the party and that

oligarchy had gone.

The Selection of Robert Stanfield 9-9-67

The selection of Robert Stanfield was a triumphant

reassertion of the pOvJer of the "Toronto Tories". Inevitably

the sources of information for this, the latest Conservative

leadership selection process to be considered, are principally

derived from the press and are highly biased.

The leadership convention was decided upon some ten

months before it actually took place in September 1967.

An account by The Canadian for October 21st 1967 sets the

scene of the convention in its perspective.

Dalton Camp had inspired a leadership convention
by winning a bitter battle over the Diefenbaker
forces at the annual party meeting in Ottawa ten
months before. 41

This victory by Camp to unseat Diefenbaker had many unique

features. Diefenbaker vacillated after the Ottawa meeting and

eventually decided to stand at the convention which was to be

"replete with the stuff of King Lear, ~lacbeth and Julius

41 S. Miller, "The Canadian Section", Hamilton
Spectato~ (October 21, 1967).
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Ceasar as he (Diefenbaker) brought defeat and humiliation
, 42

at the hands of his oVln party upon himself". After

considering the situation it appears that the "Toronto Tories"

relished these visible signs of their resurgence.

Stanfield, the victor, VIas no less than "the chosen

candidate of the party President Dalton Canip",43 a "Toronto

Tory"operating in the convention city of Toronto. Admittedly

Stanfield as Premier of Nova Scotia was not himself from

Toronto but his image was such as to make him attractive to

the "old guard". Perhaps, ironically, Stanfield had become

Premier of Nova Scotia in 1956, the year of Diefenbaker's

convention.

The long intervening period between the announcement

of the convention and the actual event itself gave the

Toronto Tories time for advanced planning. The Financial Post

warned, "The P.C. 's may suffer from flagging interest in the

tedious leadership grind until the September Convention".44

Meanwhile Diefenbaker continued to waver, candidates became

confused and Dalton Camp planned carefully.

In an interesting article in The Globe and Mail

42 0 . Clausen, "~1agazine Section", Toronto Globe and
Mail {September 16, 1967).

43Toronto Globe and Mail (September 16, 1967).

44Financial Post (March 11, 1967).
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around the time the convention was announced, the ~aper

proclaimed,

An independent survey of delegates to the Ontario
Progressive Conservative Association General
Convention yesterday showed that 70% of those
questioned are in favour of regular leadership
revi e\-I/S. 45

The question arises as to wh~ther.this was an

indication of growing democratisation in the Progressive

Conservative Party or rather an effort by the Toronto Tories

to legitimise their challenge to Diefenbaker. Whatever the

motive behind this survey it gave strength to Camp's campaign.

The convention was to be the largest and most vigorous

the Conservatives had ever embarked upon. There were to be

2,400 delegates voting on the question of the leadership,

Lincoln Alexander, voting Secretary for the Convention, had

said that all delegates were democratically elected although

II i nth epasty 0 u had to kn0 VI S 0 meon ell. 46

"Camps Commandoes 11,47 for such they had nOVJ become,

using the services of their leader's advertising agency

in Toronto planned their support for Stanfield meticulously.

Aid i ng the TTl i nth e i r t ask was, Flo r a t,1 acdon a1d, who had VJ 0 r ked

at Conservative Headquarters for ten years b~t had been fired

45Globe and Mail (October 2, 1966).

46Speech by Lincoln Alexander M.P. to McMaster
University P.C. Club, October 12, 1967.

47 Hamil ton Sp_e eta tor (0 c to be r 2"', 1967) .
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for suspected disloyalty to Diefenbaker. In 1966 she had been

elected as party Secretary running on lithe Camp ticket" 48

When the other candidates arrived in Toronto they found

to their dismay that Stanfield's campaign was well organised

and entrenched.

Dalton Camp had considered entering the campaign

himself if neither Stanfield nor Roblin had done so. Now

, Camp, although playing a prominent part in the campaign,

ThellToronto Toryl'element at this stage was further

A special effort wasPresident, into the Stanfield group.

" decided that his participation, II s hould be discreet to
\

~ ,,/ ~j\Jthe poi nt 0f sec r e cy II • 49
, , .. \i'

. L"~ ':' \"y '\ '
. \ r ~

\. . A"j·,
,I •

(' strengthened by the entry of Elmer Bell, Ontario Conservative
~."r

,')
\'''
\

made in the days immediately before the convention to

persuade Fulton to openly declare his support for Stanfield if

he (Fulton) failed to mae a significant gain on the early ba110ts.

Unlike previous Tory leadership conventions a total

of eleven candidates stood on the first ballot, an indication

of the confusion which reigned in the party. Nine of ~hese

candidates went into the second ballot. It was a remarkable

in that although Stanfield h&d been predicted by the press

48Hamilton Spectator (October 21, 1967).

49Hamilton Spectator (September 11, 1967).
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as victor the issue remained in doubt for some time. On
50the f 0 u l~ t h ballot Fu1ton was 1eft as a II Power Bl~ 0 ke r !1 •

In 1965 in an interview Fulton had uttered these significant

comments:

It must be accepted that the caucus, practically
speaking, has the effective word. If a man cannot
command the support of the caucus, there isn't.
much use in having him as leader. Conversely, if
he does have the support of the caucus, it would
be extremely difficult to dislodge him. 51

This was the final test of Dalton Camp's organisation and

it stood the test. The final result indicated how easily

Roblin might have been the victor if Camp had supported

him instead.

The results of the convention indicated that the

oligarchy around the lI o1d guard" had reasserted itself. Camp

is reputed to have said: IIThat was my Centennial project.

Thank God I've finished ll
•
52 Only the future can tell hOI'1

permanent the reassertions of their power can be. The 1968

Federal Election was not a good omen.

50Globe and Mail (September 11, 1967).

51 R. Bell, op. cit., -p. 214, interview, 9--2-65.

52Hamilton Spectator (October 21, 1967).
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Candidate

Stanfield

Roblin

Fulton

Hees

Diefenbaker

McCutcheon

Hamilton

Fleming

Starr

~1ackan

Sanka

Globe and t~ail 11-9-67

Ballot Number

1 2 3 4 5

519 613 717 865 1150

349 430 541 771 969

343 346 361 357W

295 299 . 277W

271 172 114\1J

137 76\1J

136 127

126 115

45 34E

1a~'J

2E

E= eliminated

W= VI i t hd r aVln

.
The Progressive Conservative Party has held five

leadership conventions in its history. Much of the time it has

been a party in turmoil searching for a leader and an identity.

Perhaps it was no accident that the first convention of 1927

(See page 82)gave greater representation to the constituencies

than any succeeding convention until 1967.

For much of the period under review a particular group

of Ontario and more particularly "Toronto Tories" appears to

have been a powerful element within the leadership selection

McMASTER UNIYERSII YLIBRARY.
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process. One would expect that the Conservatives were less able

to accept the convention as a means of selecting their leader

than the Liberal Party and in a measure this appears to be the

case.

However when all has been considered the manner in which

John Diefenbaker won the party leadership remains as an example

of party democracy in action. Di6fenbaker 1 s Convention repre-

sented a new stage in the history of the convention for never

before had a convention been called against the wishes of a

party leader. Partisanship amongst convention officials does

exist. \I Some of the chail~men vIe re actively partisan and theil'

opinions were known. A few attempted to manipulate the

convention i n favour of the choice."
53

Although the convention

is vleighted in favour of the Cparty brass" the events of 1956

illustrated that a determined rank and file have great power,

although not necessarily continuing power, in the Consetvative

Convention.

53 R. Bell, op. cit., p. 133.



CHAPTER VII

THE LIBERAL PARTY

The Selection of Leaders in the Liberal Party

It was the Liberal Party which first used the convention

to select its leader. In that first convention in 1919 an

unknown politician called McKenzie King was elected as leader

by 1800 delegates. The success of this choice confirmed the use

of the convention in the Liberal Party but it was not implemented

again until 1948. At the time of the second Liberal leadership

convention an effort was made to institute a leadership convention

every four years but this was defeated. 1 The 1919 Convention had

a closer resemblance to that of 1968 in many ways than the

conventions which intervened between these dates. In 1919,

Fie 1din g, Sir t~ i 1f red Lauri e r I s log i cal he i r, was con sid ere d too

old at 71 to lead the party.2 In 1968 Paul Martin, in some

senses Lester Pearson1s logical heir, found that age was against
vI
~ him. The convention which elected King ran to three ballots.

~\

\ \,i' Louis St. Laurent and Lester Pearson, each of them heirs of
\ "

the outgoing leader, were selected on_the first ballot. However

in 1968 four ballots were required- before Pierre Trudeau was

confirmed as leader.

1
~~ . 0a\., son, 0 p. cit., p. 128 .

2B. Hutchinson, The Incredible Canadian (Toro~to:
Longmans, 1952), p. 47.

102
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The Liberal Party under King had no opportunity to

organise a convention whilst the Conservatives lurched from one

convention to the next searching desperately for a leader.

Dawson has written:

Most people believe it (the Convention) is
efficacious as a publicity device, vote··gettel~

and rouser of enthusiasm and that a man who can
carry a Convention successfully is also likely to
be the kind of man who can carry an election. 3

In most respects the structure of the Liberal leade0ship

convention is similar to that used by the Conservatives,

1 . II 'b II 4giving especia ly advant~geous representatlon to party rass .

The Structure of the Convention: 5

1. Liberal t~.P.IS and Privy Councillors and defeated

candidates from the last General Election and nominated

ones for the next.

2. Ten Provincial Leaders.

3. All members of the Executive Committee of the

National Liberal Federation, the National Federation of Liberal

Women, the Young Liberal Federation, the Canadian University

Liberal Federation.

4. The four members of the Executive of each Provincial

AssociCl.tion.

3DaVlson, ~cit., p. 504.

4Ibid ., p. 506.

5Ibid ., p. 505.
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5. The President and two other officers of each of

the ten Liberal Provincial Women's Organisations and ten Young

Liberal Organisations and two representatives from each

Liberal University Club.

6. Six delegates from each federal constituency

(One a woman and one a young Liberal) elected by a local meeting.

7. Provincial delegations equal to one quarter of

the membership of each Provincial Assembly (chosen from and

. by the Liberal members and defeated Liberal candidates of each

Assembly) .

Certainly the ordinary constituency delegations have

one more member than their Conservative counterparts but as

Da It/ son s tat es, f 0 11 0 \'/ i ngin the s t e ps 0 f Mi che1s, II Di vis ion s ,

however are likely amongst party 'brass' rather than the rank

and file and the brass ll
•
6

As we shall observe the 1968 Convention went against·

the convention tradition in giving a man who was not particularly

of the oligarchy a massive popular note which helped him to

defeat the divided members of the old oligarchy. Tr ude'a u 1'1 as

however, favoured by Pearson, and this was of considerable aid

to him in his victorious campaign. Possibly parallels between

Diefenbaker and Trudeau begin at the time of their selection

by the Convention.

6Dawson, Ibid., D. 506.
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·Th~S~l·~ttidnof Louis St.Laurent 7-8-48

The selection of St. Laurent exhibits certain interesting

features which the Conservative Conventions have hitherto not

displayed.

First, St. Laurent was being selected not merelY,as

a leader but also as a Prime Minister. The oligarchy,
/

especially King, was particularly anxious that their nominee

should be victorious.

Secondly, the selection of St. Laurent indicates

/ the perpetuation of the unwritten law of the Liberal Party

that their leadership should alternate between the English

and French section of Canada.

The 1948 Liberal Convention was notable for the

attempt by Power to contest the ~lection of a man whom he

contended was being thrust upon the party by King, and his

supporters and who would continue King's domestic policies.

During the Autumn of 1947 there were rumours that
King would rather favour St. Laurent as his
successor. An article appeared in the Montreal
Gazette about that time, by Arthur Blakely, to the
effect that many of the Quebec Liberals were not
satisfied with the choice of St. Laurent as leader
and intended to back L.G. Power. 7

In a sense St. Laurent was reluctant to accept the

position of party leader and Prinl~ Minister. He had only

7C. V. Power, A Part~ Politician, ed. Norman Ward
(Toronto: Macmillan, 1966), p. 384.
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been a Cabinet member and active parliamentarian since 1941.

St. Laurent had also been involved in more than one bitter

argument with King. King had apparently considered the

probability of Pearson, Canadian Ambassador in Washington,

as his successor, but Pearson 'refused to serve under King. 8

St. Laurent had angered King in 1947. when as Minister for

External Affairs, he approved the appointment of a Canadian

to the United Nations Commission in Korea, whilst King was

absent. King was furious and asked Pearson to remedy the

situation. This action resulted in a resignation threat from

St. Laurent and a warning,from the other prominent Liberals.

Claxton told King that the question of the succession was

being exploited by the Conservatives and that

The best way to minimise the consequences of the
inevitable change of leaders was to persuade the
one person best qualified and most generally 9
acceptable as the next leader to remain in Ottawa.

King therefore, "had made up his mind to hand the

dynasty on to St. Laurent, silently and with all King's
,s ubtl e t.Y II • 1ODe s pit e the p0 0 r s how i ng by St. Laur entin

the Quebec election King persisted in his choice.

II I n pub 1i c hen eve r i ndi cat e ~ his choi ce by \I/O r d 0 r

gesture. In private he pulled the strings". ll

8B. Hutchinson, op. cit., p. 425.

90 . C. Thomson, Louis St. Laurent: Canadian (Toronto:
~1acmillan, 1967), p. 210.

10H h" 't 436utc 1nson, op. C1 ., p. .

llThomson) ~L-£~" p. 236.
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King persuaded Horne) Abbot and Claxton to allow

their names to go before the Convention if necessary and

then to withdraw in St. Laurent's favour. He also approached

Ch '" d M t' h d t t K' I t' 12evr1er an 1'lar-1n W 0 agree 0 suppor 1ng s ac lon.

The oligarchy was virtually united in its choice of successor

but Gardiner and Power refused to acquiesce.

However) "When the Convention met on August 5th

King had it \IJ ell in hand. "13 Power was determined to make

a token gesture of defiance against the oligarchy and

Gardiner still imagined he might be successful.

King had wanted everyone in the party to understand

he saw St. Laurent as his successor but the latter disagreed.

King had told St. Laurent of this when he decided to resign

on January 2+th. St. Laurent however was afraid of being

"manipuluted by the professionals".14

He made little effort to campaign actively. King

probably was more diligent in this respect than his successor.

l2Hutchinson) op. cit.) p. 437.

13 Ibid .) p. 437.

l4 Ibid ., p. 225.
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In Winnipeg,when St. Laurent was asked if he was going to

contest the leadership, shortly after King's resignation

announcement, he replied, "If it was something which would

further rather than retard Canadian unity I don't see how

15I could refuse".

The Convention began in August with three contenders

for the leadersh~p but King had worked well and St. Laurent

was expected to win. On August 4th the Toronto Star reflected

nat ion a lop i nion Vi hen its aid, II Be hi nd the s ce nest he

Liberal hierarchy is confident that it will be a shoo-in

for Mr. Laurent". 16

Power also thought that St. Laurent would be the victor

and he attributed this to the manipulati6n of delegates which

the Convention Structure permitted and added, "the \veakness

is that very often the constituency delegates are the choice

of the federal r~.p.'sl,.17 He further reflected,"t·1y chances
18I'Iere extremely poor", but he \.;as determined to stand regardless

'of this.

The oligarchy was concerned lest Power should

disrupt what promised to be quiet and orderly transitio~ of

power directe~ by them, with Gardiner giving token opposition.

15H h' 't 226utc 1nson, op. C1 ., p. .

r6Toronto Star (August 4, 1948).

1718C, V. POI'Ier, .2J.~_-: cit., p. 371.
lb i d ., p. 396.
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A convention which gave the party publicity without discord

was the aim. Power describes in detail the efforts to prevent

him from standing and is worth quoting in detail.

~ On the opening day of the Convention Sir James
p,l Dunn came to see me and said that Horne and he had

settled their differences .... He suggested that in
my best interest~ and since I knew I had no chance
of winning~ I could now in honour retire. I
had expressed my views, he said, and there wai no
use in my antagonising the party and hurting my
future chances. If I persisted, he suggested, I
could not expe~t to receive anything, but if I
retired now I could pretty well write my own
contract. 19

This is only one example of what Thomson has described

as King lIexercising his influence quietly behind the scenes,

counselling St. Laurent on matters of detail and making known

his personal preference".

The speeches which preceded the balloting and the

effect they had upon the individuals concerned is of particular

interest. The balloting illustrated that the speeches had

little influence upon the result.

Power gave a good speech and used his candidature as

a protest against the prevailing policies of the Liberal

government.

However,when Gardiner spoke and delivered a speech

II pr b-claiming himself as the spal~k plug of the party, the man

who knew how to \'/ i n e1e ct ion s II, Kin g vi ass 0 dis 9 r Ll nt 1edthat

he seized a ballot and (despite his 'professed neutrality')

19C. V. Po \'1 e r, ~._~t., p. 397.
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20prepared to vote for St. Laurent.

St. Laurent's own speech was the most mundane of those

delivered. The voting that took place following these

speeches gave St. Laurent victory on the first ballot.

St. Laurent 848

Gardiner 323

Power 56 21

It is interesting to record that St. Laurent received

a larger portion of votes from Ontario than from Quebec)

a provincial delegation which resented the imposition of a

new leader by King.

The vict ory 0 f Kin g a 11 d his sup par t e r sin c h6asin g a

new 1e ad e r \va s vi ndic ate d a t the e1ect ion and n° f u l~ the r

criticism was heard.

St. Laurent remained Kingls clear personal choice
as the next Liberal leader, both on a basis of
personal qualifications and because he felt it \,/ould
be poetic justice to hand back to a French speaking
Canadian the mantel he had inherited from Sir
Wilfred Laurier. 22

The 1948 Con ve nt ion be cam e a II de mac rat i c II S ham)

allowing the rank and file the pleasure of apparently 'partici-

pating in a choice which the Cabinet had previously agreed

upon.

20 Hut chi nson) .2J!_~~li.) p. 438.

21Globe and Mail (August 9) 1948).

22 Thomson) op. cit.) p. 205.
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The Selection' of Lester Pearson 16-1-58

Lester Pearson emerged as Louis St. Laurent's successor

some little time before the Convention of January 1958. Although

St. Laurent gave only limited indications that he wished

Pearson to succeed him there was little doubt in party circles

that such was the case. Thomson claims indeed that Pearson saw

St. Laurent before the latter resigned, an action which he

allegedly would have refused to carry out, if Pearson had not

agreed to succeed him. Norman Ward describes the process by

which Pearson was selected in these words:

On January 16th 1958, for the third consecutive
time, the Liberal Party chose as its national
leader a man who had not worked his way upwards
through the party ranks, but instead had moved in
close to the top.22

Pearson's own successor would also qualify for such

a description.

The fact that the 1958 Convention was to be held under

the omniscient eye of the television camera made the Liberal

1e ad e r s hip anxi 0 us top r 0 vet hat its s e1e ct ion pro cessw as a

paradigm of democracy. Delegates were told to be in their

sea t sea r 1y, "s 0 t hat 'II hen tel evis ion s tar t sat 8 0 I C 10 ck

we will be in good shape to be observed by the people of
23Canada". In fact T.V. has really placed the final seal on

22Thomson, op. cit.) p. 524.

23 N. vI a r d , "T heLi be r a1sin Con vent ion II i n
Politics, ed. H. Thorburn (Scarborough, Ontario:
Hall, 1967), p. 97.

Party
Prentice
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the undoubted truth that the Convention has become little

more than a facade. Ward1s remarks echo this fact:

To blame T.V. for converting the convention into a
show, however, ignores the obvious fact that the
leadership convention is a show, and is carefully
arranged to be as good a show as possib1e. 24

Indeed the convention committee set up for the

1958 Liberal Convention stressed, liThe Convention must look

as de m0 crat i cas po s sib 1e II • 25

Before the Convention began the delegates were cast

in special moulds which were to appeal to jdurnalists and

commentators.

Paul Martin was seen as the popular candidate whereas

Lest e r Pea r son was see n as :1 1: he choi ceo f the Lib era 1 Est ab1ish -

ment ll
• Little wonder that the vJinnipeg Free Press could

for ecas t, II Pea r son by a 1and s1 ide II , 27
0 r the Ham i 1ton Spectat 0 r ,

IIMartin battling to stop Pearson ll
•
28

In many respects the leadership was decided before

.the Convention took place. On January 15th the Hamilton

24 N. vi a r d, 0 p. c-i t ., p. 97.

25 Ibid ., p. 98.

26G1obe and Mail (December 15, 1957).

271.1" F P (J 11 1958)nlnnlpeg ·ree ress anuary, .

28Hami1ton Spectator (January 7, 1958).
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Spectator reported,

Unless there is a spontaneous combustion at the
grass roots Lester Pearson tomorrow night will
take over the mantle of the Liberal Party
leadership.29

In this T.V. Convention ruled by the oligarchy

everything was carefully planned to illustrate party unity

and party democracy.

The results on the first ballot were:

Pearson 1,074

Martin 305 30

For the first time since the war the Liberals were out of

office and they hoped that Pearson would lead them back

again.

Prior to the 1958 Convention, Norman Lambert,
a fermer secretarY and chairman of the National
Liberal Federation and the chief organiser of
the Liberal campaigns of the period 1930-5 and
1940, held strongly to the belief that only one
item should be submitted to the Convention, the
choice of a leader. 31

In 1958 the "cu t and dried" affair made him change his

mind. It was~it seemed, too easy for the oligarchy to win.

29Hami1ton Spectator (January 15, 1958).

30Hami1ton Spectator (January 18, 1958).

31 C. V. Power, op. cit., p. 370.
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The Selection of Pierre Trudeau 6-4-68

The selection of Pierre Trudeau, as has already been

mentioned, has many interesting features in connection with

Michels' theory. Trudeau was himself a newcomer to the

Liberal scene, only having be~n a cabinet member for one

year. The oligarchy was divided in i·ts opinion of him and

this division helped Trudeau immeasurably. So disorganised

did the oligarchy become over the question of Pearson's

successor that the duties of the cabinet and the government

of Canada suffered from neglect. The fact that once again

the convention was choosing a Prime Minister as well as a

leader of the Liberal Party gave added impetus to the race.

The Globe and Mail expressed the matter in an excellent fashion:

The stakes among the Conservatives were high
enough~ with a good chance that the leader
would form a government in the not excessively
distant bye and bye. The man who wins the
Convention on April 6th in Ottawa will step
out of there that Saturday night to lead the
country. Whoever he is, helll be wielding
his sword from the top of the heap.32

When Pearson announced his intention to resign on

December 14·th 1967, the "01 d guard", from whi ch the successor

was expected to emerge, consisted of ,four personalities

32Globe and Mail (January 11, 1968).
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Mr. Sharp Minister of Finance

t~ r . Hellyer t~ in is t e r of Transport

Mr. t·1 a \~ chan d Min is t e \~ of Ma npO\lJe r and rv1in es

Mr. Martin External Affairs 33

Bj April of 1968 a failure to reach a cabinet and

oligarchy consensus and the lack of any definite instruction

by Mr. Pearson had resulted in the number of candidates

reaching the record figure of nine.

Bourne remarked that, IILiberals have a tradition of

choosing the leader behind closed doors " • 34 Fear of changing

such a method of choice led Mr. Winters (Minister of Trade

and Commerce) to state: III criticise the method of selection.

It is a key factor in my decision of not running for the

leadershi p".35 Winters favoured the choice of a new leader

by the outgoing leader and his lieutenant~ In contrast were

the true feelings of John Turner, another leadership aspirant,

when he stated, lilt's all fixed up before by the power brokers ll
•
36

Both of these men were fairly recent arrivals on the

political field and neither could expect to win at that time.

An almost neurotic situation concerning the leadershi~

33professor Bourne, University of Toronto, C.B.C.
6:30-7:00 p.m., December 14, 1967.

34 Ibid.

35Globe and Mail (January 13, 1968).

36 'C.B.C. Ne\'Js, 6:00 p.m., April 4, '1968.
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selection had developed by April.

The leadership issue remained in doubt as the

convention approached. With no definite guide from the outgoing

leader and a divided oligarchy it looked as if the delegates

might exe~cise a higher control on the question of the party

leadership than ever before.

However, shortly before the voting on the issue

took place, the trends which Michels has observed began to

develop. Certain cabinet members, observing the popularity

of Pierre Trudeau, the young Justice Minister, decided that

he would be ably qualified as leader. In supporting him

they 1'1 0 u1d a1sobeon the vii nni ng. sid e for \'I hat i twa S v.JO r t h .

Certainly by April the remark of one anonymous cabinet

minister ran true, lilt's a hell of a '/lay to choose a Prime

~1inister".37

By April 1st the rumours of pledged votes far exceeded

the total number of delegates. On April 3rd the Globe and

~la~ reported: "~1ost of the non-Trudeau camps are in regular

touch". 38 However the oligarchy could still not overcome its
-

divisions. Meanwhile Sharp, the day before the ballot,

decided to act. He declared his support for Trudeau and Drury

37G1obe and Mail (April 3, 1968).

38 Ibid .
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(Industry Minister), Pepin (Energy) and Chrttien (Revenue)

followed suite. Smallwood, the Liberal Premier of Newfoundland

also supported Trudeau.

By Friday April 5th Scott Young of the Globe and

"Ma i 1, concl uded:

I am not expressing anyone else1s 0plnlon here,
or purporting to quote delegates or to analyze
a trend, or do a damm thing except to say that
unless the delegates themselves can bring some
ret urn tore ason, the Lib era 1 Par t y rig ht now i s
involved in a fraud on democracy--A few ward bosses
like Joey Smallwood really call the shots. 39

Certainly Smallwood had almost absolute power over his band

of delegates. The Globe and Mail suddenly launched a

campaign against the inevitable oligarchical tendencies

of Canadian politics· but it did certainly prove its point.

Quoting John Turner the Globe stated a fact which had been

a n ackn0\'i 1edged f eat ureo f Con vent ion s : II Be hi nd the see ne s

deals are taking place". 40 It also stateq a remark by a Tory

Senator referring to Stanfield1s selection, "Everyone wants

to make a deal". 41

The Convention itself had 2,396 42 voting delegates.

Voting for the nine contestants was to be by ballot and through

39Globe and Mail (April 5, 1968).

40Globe and Mail (April 3, 1968).

41 Ibid .

42 C. B. C. Radio coverage of Convention.
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the use of machine. On the first ballot Trudeau emerged with

a lead and Martin, a man who had never been fully accepted

by the Lib era 1s, (t he ~1 0 r ri son 0 f the Par t y) wit hdr ew.

If a "stop Trudeau"· movement ~"as to be launched by

the members of the oligarchy opposed.to him now was the time

to act. They continued divided. James MacEachen however carried

out one of the wisest moves of the convention and declared for

Trudeau. A further polarisation of votes took place after

the second ballot and finally on the third ba.llot a IIstop

Trudeau" movement occurred. Hellyer decided to back vJinters

in the final struggle of the Convention but Turner, who

remained critical of the convention machination, refused to make

use 0 f his P0 sit ion aSlip 0 'vI e t' br 0 ke r II .

Trudeau thus achieved victory but a victory which

reflected far less consensus than those of earlier conventions.

By offering Cabinet posts to Hellyer and Turner Trudeau indicated

a desire to unify the party. Trudeau now was placed in a

position strangely reminiscent of Diefenbaker's, a position

confirmed by subsequent events.

Trudeau's selection was by far the most open and

democratic of those conducted by the Liberal Party. It reflected

a victory for the new popular element over the more traditional

"party brass II and greater participation by the rank and file

than ever before. However, there remained the mysterious

factor of the influence exerted by the old leader.



2nd 3rd 4th

964 1 ,051 1 ,203

473 621 954E

347 279 195E

465 377W

104 29E

11 E

1st

Trudeau 752

~Jinters. 293

Turner 277

Hellyer 330

Greene 169

MacEachen 165*

Martin 27 JilJ

Kierans 103E

Henderson OE

Spoiled 24

Total 2,390

15

2,379

19

~376

119

13

2,365
43

.\

E= eliminated

W= wi thdral'ln

* Withdrawl notice too late to be accepted before next ballot

Within the Liberal Party the leadership convention

has become an accepted feature of party organisation. It was

the Liberal Party which first inaugurated the convention in

reponse to the demands of the grass roots for greater par~

ticipation. However, until the present time (1968) the outgoing

Liberal leader has always been successful in seeing his chosen

43Globe and Mail (April 8, 1968).
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heir succeed him. Possibly Pierre Trudeau's election possessed
. .

more of an element of democracy in terms of a decision made

by the constituency delegates, than previous conventions.

The final results (See Page 119) are some indication of this.

Pearson certainly never made his own choice public but there

can be little doubt that he was satisfied with the result.

The outgoing leader within the Liberal Party appears

to command vast support in contrast to the manner in which

certain Conservative leaders have been hustled out of office.

Perhaps this is a reflection of the success in office of the

Liberal Party rather than an indication of the respect of the

party members for the leadership.

Within the Liberal Party the oligarchy headed by the

leader is indeed a powerful force. Perhaps today it is even

as powerful as in the period of King's hegemony. A final

remark by Ruth Bell is a fitting conclusion to this review of

Canadian leadership selection~ liThe parliamentary system has

been hospitable to the Convention; it has not~ howevGr~ let it

become indispe~sablefl.44

44 R• Bell ~ op. cit., p. 215.



CONCLUSION

From a necessarily brief survey of the leadership

selection process of the major political parties in Britain

and Canada since 1945 it appears that Michels'" iron la~v of

oligarchy" is a persistent but rapidly \'Jeakening force.

There appears to be in Britain and Canada a more democratic

approach to the leadership selection process by the political

parties in terms of more open competition. In Canada and

in Britain the representation of the various groups composing

the party have been extended in the leadership selection

process.

The manner in which Trudeau was elected was almost

a model of pluralist democracy in action with the various

groups fairly freely participating in the selection process.

However this is not to deny that Michels' theory is still a'

continuing force. An oligarchy exists at the summit of every

party a small controlling group which is invariably more

powerful than any group on strata below it. This is the

axiomatic part of Michel's theory. Although Eldersveld

may have produced evidence to show the power of the various

groups in the stratarchy of the United States party system

it is difficult to apply his findings to Canada and even

more s6 in Britain. A federal system with a notoriously

loose fragmented arrangement of political parties lends itself

1 21
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to the establishment of more independent groups. In Canada

the more rigid party system cannot prevent the power of

provincial leaders but any "stratarchyll· is nonetheless

subordinate to a central oligarchy based upon the cabinet

or shadow cabinet. British ~olitical parties which today

permit the M.P. 's alone to select their leader are even less

open to the influence of subordinate party groupings and

correspondingly more pfone to oligarchical domination.

When the oligarchy is united it manages to impose

its collective decision upon the remainder of the party

with comparative ease as was the case with Eden or Pearson.

If the oligarchy is divided, a fairly frequent occurence,

the factions of the oligarchy bid for the suppo~t of the

rank and file groupings. This gives the rank and file, or

in the case of Britain the backbenchers, an opportunity to

represent their views and play an active part in the

selection process and it is here that a degree of democracy

is at work. For the M.P. the reward for supporting the winner

may be great. Failure to do so may jeapord-ise his pol,it-ical

career. The position for an ordinary rank and file delegate

;s hardly so daunting.

The extent to which the various groups are permitted

to compete and the measure of representation accorded to

groups outside the olig~rchy has already been used as an

indication of the degree of democracy within a political

party's .leadership selection process. Clearly there is a
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far greater measure of party democracy in Canada than in

Britain according to this definition.

At the convention a majority vote decides the

leadership, although the manipulation of delegates and the

inbuilt advantages for rlthe party brass ll
, still give the

oligarchy great power. However practical politics and the

organisation of large meetings requires lithe vl0rk of benevolent

dictators--in this instance the convention executive committee ll
•
l

The selection of Stanfield was, it appears, an example of the

old oligarchy reimposing its will upon the party. Britain

is more closely akin to Michels' description of oligarchical

rule in the political party. The Conservative Party until

recently made no attempt to implement even an element of

democracy in the leadership selection process as far as the

rank and file was concerned. A comment by Gouldner is in

a sense applicable to the Conservative Party before 1964:

Typically men and women of Western European
society believe that leadership behaviour may
be learned, that one does not have to be 'born
to the pur p1e' i nor de r t ole ad. This i n
contradiction to the feudal concepti"on of
leadership which held that leadership skills
were the distilled products of generations of
rule. 2 " "" "" "

It appears that only recently the Conservative Party reluct

antly took a step away from feudalism and aristocracy and

1R. Bell, ~_cit ., p. 13a.

2Gouldner, op. cit., p. 4.
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into the mould of Western European society.

Lea de r s, asK ut ne r has s tat ed, 3 Ii t 0 bere all y dem0 

cratic should homologously reflect the group they serve".

In the survey undertaken here the differences between the

Canadian and British oligarchies and the men who lead the

parties have already been considered. Michels' theory once

again is more nearly applicable to Britain than Canada,

where the social structure lacks any aristocratic bias.

In Britain the educational background of the leaders who

have been selected or have emerged since 1945 is sufficient

indication of the "iron lavl of oligarchy" at work in some

degree.

Conservatives

Churchill

Eden

Macmillan

Home

Heath

School

Harro",!

Eton

Eton

Eton

Chatham House,
Ramsgate

Christ Church, Oxford

Ball iol, Oxford

Christ Church, Oxford

Ball iol, Oxford 4

Certainly Heath is an exception to the rule which appears to

bind the selection of leaders in the Conservative Party and

perhaps it is significant that his selection took place

3See p. 18.

4F. Ell i 0 tan d ~~. Summ e r ski 11, A 0i ct i 0 na ry 0 f
Politics (4th ed. rev.; London: Penguin, 19641, pp. 75,
29, 224, 166, 164.
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under the new method.

-In the case of the Labour Party the educational

background of its leaders is also remarkably similar.

Labour Party

At,tlee

Gaitske11

Wilson

School

Haileybury

Winchester

~Jirral G.S.

University

University College, Oxford

New College, Oxford

Jesus College, Oxford 5

It is interesting to compare the educational backgrounds of

these m~n with that of Ramsay MacDonald, the elementary

school education miner1s leader.

In many respects it appears that in Britain the rank

and file are fairly content with the present situation.

The Labour Party certainly provided a greater opportunity

for a "democratic" leadership selection process to operate

but the events of 1960-61 have cast doubts upon the influence

of the rank and file within the party. Today the Labour

Party displays the manner in which the reality of power

entrenches a certain group and thus the "oligarchical

tendencies (presen~ in every kind of human organisation

which strives for the attainment of definite ends are

revealed.,,6

5F• Elliot and M.. Summerskill" op. cit., pp. 26,389.

6R• Michels, op. cit., p. 11.
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The s 0 i - dis tan t II accor dion the 0 ry II .; n wh i ch the

oligarchy absorbs an outside member who, by his leadership,

will confer benefits upon them by giving their party

electoral victory seems to be of increasing importance.

In Canada Trudeau is an obvious example of this

phenomenon and in Britain the selection of Edward Heath

may be viewed in a similar light. Yet ironically the aspect

of party democracy described by Kutner, namely that of the

leader IIhomologously reflecting the group he serves ll
, is

perhaps more readily exemplified in these men than in any

of their post-war predecessors.

In Canada the similarities of the major parties

is certainly reflected in the leadership selection process.

Britain's major political parties are also moving closer

together and here the leadership selection process is no

except ion . A P0 \II e r f u1 gr 0 ups 0 f Lab 0 U r ~~. p. 's con t r i ved

to prevent Brown succeeding Gaitskell.

When Churchill was thought to be dying in
1953 and Eden was also seriously ill the
establishment was in a panicky flutter. Not
for the last time they did not want Butler
so a powerful cabal--unkno~n to most of the
cabinet--arranged that if Churchill died,
Eden, though very sick, would be flown back
to London to accept a commission to form a
government. 7

7Bevins, op. cit., p. 150.
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Both British parties .have leadership groups. Yet

the Conservative Party, in response to pressure from its

members haS widened the participating group of the leadership

selection process. The Labour Party certainly is more clearly

an example of party democracy yet it is not without its

oligarchical taint.

In Canada as we have seen ~oth parties arrive at the

selection of a leader through a process which presents an

impressive display of democracy. Within the Liberal Party

the influence of the outgoing leader until 1968 has been

especially strong. Englemann and Schwartz have written:

As King, St. Laurent and Pearson allowed their
cabinet appointments from 'outside' to the
previous leader l we feel justified in saying
that selection in at Jeast two cases came
close to appointment by the predecessor,8

In the Progressive Conservative Party although the

outgoing leader has played a significant part it has been

less important than that of his Liberal counterpart. The

"Toronto Toryll group have been of special importance, Wield

ing an influence far in excess of .their position and numbers

and undoubtedly at variance with the professed democratic

nature of the Progressive Conservati0e Convention system

for selecting new leaders.

8F < C. Eng 1em ann and ~1. C, SchVI art z, .Q..Q_,"_C it., p. 194 ,
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One aspect of the democratic nature of the. leader-

ship selection process which has only recently become a

prominent feature of party organisation is the power to

decide when the leadership selection process shall take

place. No formal statement exist~ in Britain's Conservative

. Party nor in Canada with regard to t~is situation, in

contrast perhaps to the Presidential System in the United

States. Despite moves by certain section~ of the Liberal

Party in Canada such periodic reviews of the leadership

have not been implemented. Only in the British Labour

Party is such a provision made, in this case for annual

leadership review.

The financial aspect of the leadership struggles is

difficult to estimate. Certainly in an age of mass media

it is a factor. Indeed in the United States it is fast

becoming a primary political factor. No reliable figur~s

can be obtained in Canada or Britain relating to the sums

involved. however or the sources of those sums.

Michels called the selection of leaders, ~lhe cruel

game without end ll9 and it is an apt description. Yet he

also stated:

The old leader mu~ keep ~imself in permanent
touch with the opinions and feelings of the
masses to which he owes his positibn. Formally
at least by its goodwill and pleasure.

Although the oligarchy has enormous power, usually
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out of all proportion to its .position and size it must

nevertheless take into account the feelings of the followers.

Today the political parties of Britain and Canada appear to

be providing for greater participation in the selection of

leaders than ever before. Yet the salient fact remains that

the 0 ret i cally, "whi 1e all havet her i ght to bee 0 me fun ct ion a r i e s

f 1 t h . b . 1 . t ,,1 ° I' . 1 .ew on y possess e pOSS1 1 1 y. t 15 essent1a s 1f

party democracy is to develop, for the various groups in the

party to be allowed free competition and participation in the

leadership selection process. It appears that in response

to mass society's pressures the political parties are conced-

ing these demands.

A recent comment by Peter Jenkins in the Manchester

Guardian relating to the United States is of especial interest

fbr the light it throws upon the home of the leadership

convention which is taken as the personification of dem6cratic

leadership selection. He observed: lithe arm tl'Jisting

and horse trading now tends to be done before the conventions~,ll

Inevitably organisation calls for an elite governing

9r 0 up. H0 IV eve r t his /I 0 1 i gar chy I( nee d ben e i the r c los ed nor

prevent democratic participation as Michels states in his

classic work.

lOR. Michels, 9_P. ci_t., p. 156.

l'Manchester Guardian We~kly (May 30, 19681.



Today in Britain and Canada the trappings of

democracy are becoming more of a reality and although

Mi che1s I II i ron 1a \II II iss til lop era tin g the f et t e r s are

slowly yielding to the pressuresof mass society.
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